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SNOW is predicted for
tonight and tomorrow,

with falling
ture.
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VOL. XXXV.

SEVEN FEDERAL GENERALS ARE

Disintegrating With Deadly Certainty

DECEMBER

PESSII

SAYS

HtS

DESCRIBES

PROTECTING

WEDNESDAY,

CREATED

in Northern Mexico Is

CITIES LEFT WITHOUT

WIF?E

BEEN

ABANDONING THEIR COMMANDS

Power

OPT:,

LEASED

General Pascual Orozco and GenerJose Ynez Salazar, believed to be
with Mercade, are under indictment
returned in the United States court in
El Paso for violation of the neutralHAD
ity law. Salazar is out on bond, but
Orozco never was arrested.
Villa had little hope that his soldiers would ,be able to overtake the
federals, who left Chihuahua several
days before the fact of their flight
became known.
SECRETARY Oi- - THE TREASURY
That Mercado, after handing over
DECLARES IT MAY BE A
the portfolio of state to Federico
PROPAGANDA
Moye, civil governor ad interim, should
himon
to
offer
surrender
behalf of
self and his subordinates and then MAKES HIS ANNUAL REPORT
fly to the border, was regarded by
Villa as an unusual procedure.
al

FLEEING TOWARD THE BORDER.

Huerta's

PREC-:':'-5
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GARRISONS

Wealthy Man
Hermosillo, Dec. 3.

Antonio V. Caballero, convicted of
plotting against the constitutionalist
government of his state.
It was at the darkest hour, just be
fore dawn, when Caballero was placed
brick facagainst a wall of
ing the cemetery where his body now
rests. A group-o- f
army officers and
a few curious civilians stood by.
The 'prisoner walked alone to the
wall, received the blessing of a priest
and placed the executioner's bandage
over his yes with bis own hands.
"Mark well the heart," he said.
Nothing was visible to the marksmen except the silhouette of his shirt
sleeves and the white bondage over
his eyes. The firing squad moved to
within ten feet of thslr huumn mark
and the five rifles cracked at once.
According to the findings of the
court martial Caballero had been confronted with letters signed by his
name which gave details of the insurgent strength in Culiacan, recently
taken by the constitutionalists.
Moved to pity by the presence here
of the doomed man's wife and two
Children, a score of women pf Hermosillo called on General Carranza at
the last moment to ask mercy. The
constitutionalist commander told them
they came too late.
,
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WITH MOVING
CKCPS

death here early today by a firing
Chihuahua, Guaymas and Other Important Points Appear Ready squad of insurgent soldiers.
He was MAKES

Without a Struggle
to Be Taken by Constitutionalists
That They
of
So
Need
Soldiers
in
Are
Federals
Badly
Resort to Conscription, in Many Cases Forcing
Women to Don Uniforms and Carry Mies

ACTIVITIES

CONNECTION

Executed!
A wealthy Mexican resident of Sinaloa was shot to

k Z CO MM EN 0 ATS ON

A

SAYS REVENUE AND LIFE SAVING
BUREAUS SHOULD BE

sun-bake- d

SEE Las Vegas grow
under the boosting of
the rejuvenated Com- mercial club.

i

TELEGRAPH GERVICE
3, 1913.

Such

guard.

retary says,

CITY EDITION.

a

consolidation, the sec
would increase the ef-

ficiency of each service with the idea
that the new coast guard should become a first naval reserve In time of
"
war.
The report refers to the requirement that banks which hold government deposits made April 30, 1913,
pay Interest at 2 per cent, declaring
that it means an annual revenue of
$2,000,000 to the government
and
showing that if such a regulation had
been made in 1897 the government
would now have received in Interest
more than $50,000,000.
The income tax Is not dwelt upon
at length, but the report estimates
that 425,000 individuals are subject
to it and' that corporations not heretofore subject to tax will number
about 150,000.
International action to prevent such
disasters at sea as resulted in the
sinking of the Titanid' Is urged.
"The important maritime nations
should unite," eays the secretary, "in
defining lanes of travel across the
north Atlantic to avoid all danger of
icebergs during the months of April,
May and June of each year, and compel steamship companies to observe
them. This would result in increasing to some extent the time of ocean
passage but it would, on the other
hand, insure immunity from the dangers of icebergs during this season.
The steamship companies should not
be permitted to jeopardize human life
for the purpose of shortening the
journey by a few hours,
and saving comparatively few dollars,
but if they are they should be compelled to maintain an efficient ice
patrol at their own cost."
The question is to be taken up by
the international conference on safety
at sea now in session in London.
Speaking of scientific research by
the public health service the report

TWENTY-SEVE- N

MEN PERISH IfJ

BURNING LODGING HOUSE 111
BOSTON; CAUGHT WHILE ASLEEP

Locked Doors Prevent Many of the Victims
From Reaching Fire Escapes
HANY HISSING AND ARE

TIIG11IT TO

BE DEA

Property Loss Will Not Amount to Over $25,009, as Building Was
Old and of Antiquated Construction
Newsboy, Seeing the
Flames, Gave Alarm and Then Rushed Into the Burning
Structure to Assist in Arousing the Inmates
Those Who Escaped Ilad tearful Experiences

Washington, Hcc. 3. Secretary
saint of Mexico. The crowd greeted
Boston, Dec. 3. Twenty-seveme
first report to congress, dewere killed in a fire which eweptj
this good naturedly but when it was
livered today, is largely confined to
followed by two other religious picthrough the upper floors of the ArcadLITTLE HOPE FOR
a review of the achievements of the
ia hotel, a lodging house in the South,
tures, the men, who had looked for
in
matters
treasury departimnt
that
a different kind of entertainment,
end, early today. Others are missing.
have been of nation-widto
interest;
in
a
an
started
uproar. This resulted
ENTOMBED MINERS Scores were taken to hospitals., .. i
recommendations, for increased apraid by the police, who inarched the
Nearly all the bodies were terribly;
for
bureaus'
his
propriations
undtjr
burned,
majority of the men to the barracks,
making identification impoa-siblauthority, and for legislation, which
where they were at once placed in
The victims were men in poofl
he declares necessary to the better
WORKMEN ARE SEARCHING THE
the ranks of the army.
circumstances. Caught in the crowd
conduct of the government and the
GOLDEN CYCLE FOR COMed bunks on the top floor of the five-Preparations for defence in case of
the
of
RADES' BODIES
protection
people.
local disturbances are being continued
story brick building and in, the email
The secretary discusses at some
rooms on the fourth, floor, they were
by the foreign colonies other than the
Cripple Creek, Colo., Dec. 3. Withlength the subject of currency legislaAmerican. Leaders of the American
out hope of finding alive any of the helpless. When they were aroused
the
activities
his
in
tion,
reviewing
the stairways were in flames and
colony are inclined to believe that
three men caught in Monday's slide
department related, to it He speaks
was a mad rush for the fire
any move in that direction taken by
in the Golden Cycle mine, volunteers there
of an unrest In business circles followthem would be misconstrued by 'the
at the rear.
escape
today continued the task of digging
ing the beginning pf the special sesMexican government. In order to
all the men were naked.
Practically
their way through yesterday's second
sion of congress lit April, refers to a
avoid being regarded as organized
says :
Many were resced by the firemen
slide.
So
de-'
was
the
work
dangerous
''propaganda of pessimism which,
"On account of the announcement
and police. Some escaped by walking
combatants, the Americans, in case
considered that only volunteers from
signedly or not,.; produced a condition of. discoveries of
of necessity, will take refuge beneath
a shaky plank stretched to an ad;c'.n-in- g
cures for the Golden
alleged
of
extreme
nervousness,
were
and tension," tuberculosis
perthe protection of the various Euroand their bearing on pub mitted to Cycle employes
or by jump'ng across a
and points to Ida announcement in lic
work, although men from five-fo- building
to neighbcr.ng roofs.
pean flags. H. S. Kidder, general
of
health,
important
investigations
alley
all
of
the district offered their
June that the treasury was ready to
parts
them have been undertaken. Studies
The
loss is only $25,000
traveling sales agent for the Waters-Pierc- e
property
services.
issue $500,000,000 of' emergency curof the Friedmann
Oil company, was released on
treatment were
The
was
Arcadia
locate 1 at ihe coi
Thomas Ilenehan, state mine conv
act
rency under the
a bond or $2,500 at San Luis Potosi
ner
advanced
of
36,
and Laconc
May
sufficiently
by
Washington
to-missioner,' arrived this .morning.. and
prevent? restn'.'4'ofl.
l
the- - ob--'
by
streets.
a
19lSrto
that
were oc,.
today, after submitting
teport
..: The lower-iloerjustify"
with his deputy, James S. Stewia'rt,
to ease any situation.
servations made up to that time did
the federal authorities on a charge of
American Policy Condemned
pied by stores. Th6 fire apparent
continued
official
the
investigation. started in a
Mr. McAdoo details the treasury's not warrant the confidence In
" ' ;
Mexico City, Dec. 3. The Colomthe
sedition.
hallway closet in tl.
Although no official statement was
to banks of the country
loan
to
offer
evidence
forthe
which
bian
had
been
criticises
only
remedy
Apparently
congress severely
inspired by given out, it was stated that all the second floor. The flames swept !.;
to 'move the fall crops. The widespread publicity. This investiga
the wooden stairs and burned throti :h
against Mr. Kidder was that while mer President Roosevelt in a com- money
levels from the third to the ninth had
cum
of
$46,500,000 out of $50,000,000
talked
had
railroad
he
tion is being continued, as are also
the. roof. According to William Walsh,
cabled
to the Mexican senmunication
riding on the
been
destroyed and it was estimated
with employes regarding prevailing ate and camber of deputies today. It estimated to be needed, was appor- studies of other preparations claimed that 500,000 tons of dirt and rock had the night clerk, there, were 178 lodgers in the building when the fire was
as cures."
conditions and
frequently looked arraigns Colonel Roosevelt and the tioned among the states.
gone down. So severe was the strain
landsecrewas
the
at
the
McAdoo
"It
discovered by a passing newsboy.
field
estimates
that
his
essential,"
eays
methods
the
United
of
Sedretary
glasses
through
governmental
that, the vein was split 100 feet from
After turning in an alarm he rushed
tary, "that the action of the depart- the revenues for the fiscal year, ex- the
scape. He was arrested on Novem- States.
slide, and great .cracks, resem'
into the building,
and
the men
clusive' of postofficj receipts, will be
,
ber 27,
The communication was sent, it is ment should be
;".- - :'
earthquake fissures, were open with his shouts. awakening
bling
.
of
the
than
less
onl
$2,000,000
crops
a
$28,000,000,
interrepublicans,
"as
Peace Commission Appointed
protest
explained,
against
ed.
The top floor was one large rcorn,
n
affairs democrats and progressives and all the estimates for tne f'tcal year of
The news that General Salvador mediation in
Mrs. Sorensen, wife of Samuel
filled
of
with cots and bunks.' On the
1914.
other
to
total
he
had
be
that
classes
make
To
the
expRC'.s
federal
of
Colossus
of
the
the
North.''
people
commander
by
Mercado,
one of the men caught in the
The communication was considered moved, and the earnest effort of the the customs to brim; in fCn.OvC.OO slide, made an effort to return to the fourth floor, where the loss of life
forces in northern Mexico, has sent
was heaviest, there were
30 tiny
from in secret session, at which it was de- - department was to have the benefits ordinary Internal revenue $315,000,000,
a military peace commission
mine today but was restrained by
of this action, diffused as widely and and the income tax l'"5,00.'?'H), of
rooms, like cells, with two cots In
Chihuahua to Juarez to treat with thecided to lay it on the table,
friends.
She was taken from the each. A
ran through the cenwhich $40,000,00') 's to coma from mouth of the shaft
impartially as possible.
rebels, while vigorously denied in oflast night in an ter. The hallway
men in the rear rooms, openIn
After pfaising the psychological corporations, the remainder from
Cradock Is Dined
flcial circles, is regarded as the most
almost hysterical condition. F. M.
on the fire escape had locked the
Mexico
serious blow yet struck at federal
City, Dec. 3. Sir Chris- value of these incidents the report dividuals.
father of Frank M. Woods, ing
ex Woods,
he
when thev went to bed and
doors
lands
From
sales
of
pubiij
in
admiral
continues:
rear
the
G'radock,
topher
prestige.
shfft boss, was in a highly nervous
those In front were unable to reach
to cover into the treasury
pects
In view of, Provisional President command of the British cruisers in
that
demonstrate
any
state today, but continued at the
clearly
"They
the fire escape.
and
from miscellaneous
Huerta's statements that he never Mexican waters, was entertained at improvement in our financial system
con-the
j dinner
last evening by the German which will permanently establish con- sources $56,000,000. re expressed
would treat with the rebels it is
sidered impossible that the peace com-- j minister to Mexico, Admiral Paul Von fidence will in itself be an immense belief that the ordinary receipts for
Tamplco is Capital
DOCTORS AS WITNESSES
1915 will exceed the disbursements
ZELAYA IS RELEASED
Nelson O'Shaughnessy, the
mission has been sanctioned by him Hintze.
gain, and if that' improved financial
an. Mexico City, Dec. 3 The seaport
0
$26,000,-00Presi3.
out;
about
to
Dec.
New
Former
is
pay
York,
American charge d' affaires, was a system assures the opportunity to se- sufficiently
Shelbyville, Ind., Dec. 3. In the ef!city of'Tampico was today officially At the same time, however, it ofpointfund
releaswas
from
the
the
of
dent
general
treasury's
Zelaya
Nicaragua
guest.
fort to disprove the suicide theory
cure at all times the necessary funds
declared the temporary capital of the ed outl(,thatnthe appointment
tianal.
Commissioner the state today introduced at the trial
the
recent
ed by United States
for
line
Panama
W
the
with
is
commission
meet
to
the
Antonio
and
credits
of
Tamauiipas. General
expanding
state
'
Shields this afternoon'1 ori condition of Dr. William B. Craig, .two witnesst)r. Aureliano
De la Barra Leaves France
and legitimate needs of the commerce
Rabago, the military governor who suggestion made by
minhe would leave tlie country im- es who testified that the fatal woundi
head
the
that
3. 'Francisco de
of
at
la
the
Dec.
when
Urrutia
will
of
Paris,
Victoit
the
and industry
country,
was forced to abandon Ciudad
overtures
of
that
ik the neck of Dr. Helen Knabe beIiarra, former provisional president
be an achievement of enduring bene- SWOLLEN RIVERS FLOOD mediately for Barcelona, Spain,
ria and who yesterday was , reported istry of the interior,
min-te- r
rebels
without
the
to
who
Mexican
made
has
be
been,
Mexico,
gan on the right side of the throat.
fits."
to have committed suicldehas gone 'might
s,
LONG SESSIONS DEMANDED
to France for several months, left
A right handed person committing
imto
to Tampico under orders , from' the government sanction.
asks
The secretary
congress
UANY TEXAS CITIES Washington, Dec. 3 Senate demo- suicide,
his
suddenly today for Japan, on the re- pose a nominal tax of 1 per cent
naturally would draw the
federal government to
to get formal Tsnife-.froBorder ,
crats
failed
acain
Across
Huerta.
Flee
orders
General
from
today
of
Federals
left to right, it was con
ceipt
capiin
the
temporary
governorship
proof gallon on all alcohol withdrawn
bill tended." Coroner Charles O. Durham
ratification of their currency
Juarez, Mex., Dec. 3. Confident He will travel by way of Germany, for ' denaturation a legislation retal.
DANGEROUS STAGE IS REACHED program, but an
a day session was chief witness at the morning sesThe war depal ttnenfl today announc- that the sevean federal generals who Russia and Siberia.
quiring every dealer in leaf tobacco
IN SEVERAL PARTS OF LONE
on.
their
insisted
with
wag
Chihuahua
City
sion. His testimony was corroborated that General Arizmendi and other evacuated
to make an inventory of stock JanuSTAR STATE
in the
Another German Ship
ed in the main by Dr. Ralph S. Chap-pel- l,
federal officers who fled from Ciudad troops intend to seek refuge
1 'of each year and make a report
ary
who assisted at the pott mortem
Berlin, Dec. 3. The German) cruiser of his transactions quarterly or month
viHnri to Cerritos in the state of United States and thus be beyond
Dallas, Tex., Deo. 3 Swollen by
examination.
BY
KILLED
San T.is Potosi. had been ordered to danger of being taken prisoners by Dresden is being fitted out at Kiel ly, and' that every dealer be required
ANKER
heavy raius, creeks and rivers reachFrancisco Villa! to sail for Mexican waters at the end
reorganize their forces and to march the rebels, General
to give bond.
ed a dangerous stage today in central
more
the
of
will
It
sent
coiisuuiuuimur.is
.December:
replace
against Victoria. This task first had today
is Texas, much of west Texas and south
law
The
oleomargarine
present
miiser Bremen, which Is to return to declared to be
FOR DIRECT PRIMARY
been entrusted to General Navarrete, j attempt to intercept them,
unsatisfactory and the Oklahoma. Waco was the only city
The generals, led by General Salva-.,- Cermaiiy for repairs.
who retreated to Monterey after his
to
taxes
more
said
lose
Washington, Dec. 3. President Wilgovernment is
of consequence in serious flood trou
iBtava, Hi a Wd nressed dor Mercade, whose desertion of ChiINSTIrecommendation for direct priin
MANAGER
son's
MANITOBA
from
OF
illicit
olemargerine
the
practices
in
ble, but Dallas expects a rise
NEGRO IS HANGED
huahua and whose statement that he
garrison of Victoria,
COURmoonshine
stills.
election of presidential candiTUTION
MORE
than
SHOWED
receded
had
mary
flood
The
through
river.
Rick-maTrinity
had no money to pay his troops are
Bison, S. D., Dec. 3. Joseph
Women as Soldiers
dates came up in. the senate today in
AGE THAN JUDGMENT
of adul at Austin and. Fort Worth,
sale
the
The
law
of
governing
breakdown
murdervirtual
a
as
a negro, the confessed
a debate that held the hotly moro
Extraordinary methods are being regarded
terated butter Is declared to have Interurban
trolley service was
so far as the er of Mrs. Ellen Fox and her
employed here to gain recruits for; the Huerta dictatorship
3. A report than an hour during which Seiiator3
Dec.
in
Man.,
conditions
washouts
numerous
unfortunate
Winnipeg,
about
stonDed
are
toby
brought
is
concerned,
old daughter, was, hanged here
the federal army. Servant girls dis-- north of Mexico
exborder. It day. Rickman murdered Mrs. Fox through 'the difficulty of its just en- north Teaxs. On the Denver & Rio that the branch of the Bank of Mon- Bristow, Cummins and others
ap-- ; headed for Ojinaga on the
when
caution
marked
they
had
democrats
the
play
Manitoba,
treal
that
at
NorthPlum
&
: '
Coulee,
Great
pressed
hope
International
forcement.
Grande,
river
cross
the
and her daughter upon their claim
r in, the streets, as thev are aware 'is thought they will
killed would follow the president in support
Among his principal recommends ern and the Houston & Texas Cen- been held up and the manager
tti
near Bixby in September.
af- of a, reform, which,
that scores of their fellow servants to Presidio. AX xresiuiu ucj Unithis
here
was
robbers
received
was
they declared, prothe
service
by
train
interruptsecretary
tions
lines
plao
tral
congress
to
the
have been drafted into the army as expected to be arrested by
Mounted
ternoon
were
police
cattle
long bad demand-ed- .
republicans
gressive
by
telephone.
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Near
ed
ed.
many
the
following:
taken
authorities,
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,
FOR WAR
ted States military
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in
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Martin
are
said
be
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Senator
replied that demclosing
health
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to San Antonio.
Enlargement of the public
Washington, Dec. 3. During debate
One territory, utilized by the re- - to Marfa and thence
ocrats were "in. entire accord iitfr
dits.
With
closer
raisriver
the
a
for
service and
in the house on the Hay bill
vnltinr officers netted the federal. Their arrest on crossing
Manager II. M. Arnold was alone in the titular head and the actual honi
East Waco Submerged'
would follow as a matter of course, ing volunteer forces in time of actual state authorities to prevent and stamp
haul
a
in
65
single
conscripts
army
the
bank when fhe robbers enter-.- '. of the democratic! party."
feet
3.
ten
Water
deep
Dec.
Waco,
of
of
disease.
War
of Secretary
or threatened war, Republican Leader out epidemics
and Cu:..mmr.
yesterday. , The bills posted outside under a ruling
at the point of revolSenators Bii.-,tosubmitted
He
streets
the
principal
Mann said:
Building of f6ur revenue cutters, flowed through
! a moving picture show announced that Garrison.
rr, !;;
i;.
took
vers
robbers
ia
the
$10,000
while
Brazos
d'
f
while
the
Waco
of
East
suborthe
which
today
secretary
"I don't see any escape from chaos for need of
With the generals are many
bill-- " innmncrt
the exhibition was "for men only."
'
safe.
When
the
it
the
"vx
from
(
all previous stages currency
prove
flood
river
is
ly
passed
service
federal
seriously
the
the
2,000
under
in
about
Mexico
an anarchy
plan points out,
The little room was crowded some dinate officers,
r rw'ii 'ant arly !.
g
and continued to rise. The East Waco thieves ran from the bank buililins, by
more "than 1,000 we are now pursuing. If this situa- crippled.
I'r'-T.i- v
time before the performance began. regular soldiers and
Arnold armed himself and the foi'-n- .
has I '.
when
however,
last
section
cutter
flooding
night
began
the
revenue,
of
Chiof
class
it
Consolidation
tion runs on very much longer
was people of the wealthier
A series of religious pictures
el
woo
a
d
robbers
turned
lit
1,
duct
The
in
i". r j
id
went
such
no
loss
was
There
one
or a levee gave way.
pursuit
rather than means war. I hope we will avoid trou- and life saving services into
thrown on the screen, the first being huahua, who took flight
law.
Kansas
shot
him.
and
coast
life.
of
the
as
known
ble with Mexico,"
ganlzation to be
patron face an attack by the rebels.
"The Virgin of Guadalupe,"
Washington, Dec. 3. The flight of
Huerta's generals in northern Mexico,
lederal evacuation of Chihuahua and
Guaymas and the refusal of Mexican
oil companies to furnish fuel for
movement of federal troop trains,
were pointed out by officials here today as such events to which President
Wilson referred In his message to
congress yesterday when he declared
the, Huerta regime was crumbling
"little by little every flay."
Diplomatically there have been no
President Wilson's
developments.
etatement that this1 government would
not, in his opinion, be obliged to alter Its policy of "watchfurt waiting"
was regarded as forecasting a (period
of passive observation, with every eye
of the government exercising at the
same time a close scrutiny on the
safeguarding of foreigners and their
property. Some diplomatists were
inclined to see in President Wilson's
expression of hopefulness that when
Huerta has been forced from power,
after which order will be restored
by "the concerted energy of such of
Mexico's leaders as prefer the liberty
of their people to their own ambitions," an answer to the frequent inquiries in the foreign press as to
whether chaos and anarchy would result if Huerta retired.
Diplomatic officials here had no advices to support published reports
that Queen Wilhelmina, speaking fori
The Hague tribunal, had addressed a'
peace proposal to Huerta. State department officials were confident that
the United States would be notified
before any such proposal was made.
Although the state and navy departments were without official advices over night, unofficial reports are
that seven federal generals in northern Mexico were ready to surrender
to the constitutionalists, were read
with keen interest.
'
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

CAUTION

some of the finer grades of cotton
goods. The steel trade, however, is

NEEDED

compartively indifferent toward the
tariff, for the reason that neither
Great Britain nor Germany are able
(o meet American: fl'lces under present conditions. So far .PS general
business is concerned, It is good in
the south, where conditions are unusually souud. At the west there are
some complaints of slackening busiEX- ness, hut as a rule the situation is
IS
CONDITION
SAYS
CLEWS
much better than in the east, where
CELLENT IF GREAT CARE
TAKEN
IS
depression is much the keenest. No
lasting depression seems probable
New York, Due. 3. We are still In because there is no overproduction
the midst of a period of readjustment; in auy important line of Industry, and
readjustment to changing economic, mills cannot shut down long witheut
political and social conditions. The incurring a Berious shortage, which
economic changes are such as inevi- they; are not likely to favor. The railtably follow a period of exceptional road situation is still unsatisfactory
and worldwide industrial activity; because of shrinkage in traffic and
while the political and social changes, declining gross and net earnings. A
particularly in the United States, are ray of hope, however, exists in the
beclosely following in the wake of these strong arguments which are now
comthe
before
interstate
this
placed
process ing
deevlopments. Although
o readjustment has gone far and merce commission for higher rates.
deep, it cannot be said to have com- These claims are so convincing and
would seem impleted its course; for there are other reasonable that
"changes yet to come, and more or less possible for the authorities to any
legislation of an unsettling character longer deny just compensation to the
must still be faced, however unwel- railroads, unless the commission decome it may be. Nevertheless, there liberately wishes to force the roads
la some compensation In the
fact; into government ownership an attltendencies
tude that la inconceivably illogical
social
and
that political
can now be more clearly foreseen, and and improbable.
Another element of decided encourIt must be remembered that we are
anxieis our foreign trade. In Ocever
from
free
agement
public
scarcely
ties of more or less importance, and tober our merchandise exports were
that the ordinary activities of the valued at $271,500,000, the heaviest
country cannot be permanently held month on record, and nearly $17,000,- back. It is further compensation to 000 in excess of the large figures of a
lefifl
ntrrt Him
wprA
- than!
kuow that whild many of the new leg- vadp
...,...- r" v... imnnrfa
j
decline
of
$45,000,000
to
the
hostile
capi- $133,000,000,
islative proposals are
tal and yiewed with more or less being due to the heavy inrush of Sepuneasiness, the tendency toward ex- tember to take advantage of the new
treme political radicalism is on the tariff; as well as caution by many
wane. However, there is still much Importers to await the effects of the
uncertainty in these directions; suff- new schedules at home and abroad.
icient, at least to warrant continued The excess of exports over Imports
for the month was more than
conservatism.
a balance of extraordinary
The Mexican problem appears to be
as crowded with uncertainty as ever importance, and one that materially
and we are still on the edge of a cris- strengthens our credit abroad, which
is. Whether this really means a be- was already In excellent condition
ginning of the crumbling of Huerta's Ordinarily this, would justify liberal
power or not, events only can deter- importations of gold, but the great
mine. Two Important points have de- banks of Europe are so eager to infinitely beeu settled; first, that Am- crease their supply of the precious
erican intervention will only be an ex metal, particularly the Bank of Engtreme resort, and second, that the land, that every impediment is placgreat powers are a unit in support ed in the way of such a movement.
of importing
of our attitude toward Mexico. The Consequently, instead
outlook at Washington for currency gold, we have recently shipped over
legislation though mixed is not entire- $13,000,000 to Canada, largely as pay- ment
Canadian
surface
The
for
prosunfavorable.
shipments
grain
ly
pects, it is true, are somewhat con- to Europe; also $1,400,000 to San Fran.
The International security
fused by oplitical cross currents; yet cisco.
there is a strong undercurrent, back- movement at. the moment is at a low
ed by the president, in ftlvor of early ebb and has had littlrt effect upon our
Parisian
favorable trade balance,
Quesaction upon this
tion. As time progresses, the objec- - bankers are doing their utmost td l'-'tional elements are being mora and the finaiu'al markets in go:3 conli- jnore eliminated from the earlier pro--j (ion in order to facilitate tho new
posals", ?nd the outlook. Is now for 1264,066,600 loan', which is the la'gest
the passage of a bill in the early offered in many years. Th
local
tiontha of 1911. Perhaps the most Swnoy outlook is only temporarily
disappointing element ;
disturbed. Preparations are completsituation is tCft- nwttfplytug evidence ed for December
disbursements,
4jJ tfada contraction This is conspic- which will aggregate about $112,000,-000- ,
or nearly $10,000,000 more than
uously true ih the east; the great
steel industry, which is running about of a year ago. But with the ex60 per cent of capacity, leading in pansion in loans and gold 'shipments
this respect. Steel prices have been to Canada the outlook is for another
much reduced and there have been poor bank statement. For this reason
rumors of more extensive
comparatively firm money rates may
much, however, of which is exaggera- be anticipated until after the middle
tion. The presest depression in steel of January next, although there are
is too extreme to last, and later on a no signs of serious stringency, an'l
rush of orders is inevitable. In the easier conditions are in sight beyond
textile trades there has also been lhat date.
more or less recession, and manufacTaking the si uation as a whob.
turers are embarrassed by the high it is one that requires continued cau
cost of raw materials and the pros- tion. It should be remembered that
pects of increased competition in for- most of the unfavorable elements re
eign goods under the lower tariff. Our ferred to above have been well diswoolen industry in particular feels this counted. The market has been soiu
foreign competition. So, too, will to almost a standstill; and prices

ECffliA

WORLD

$138.-000,00-

shut-down-
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Spread to Body, Limbs, Back and
Ears. If Scratched Would Bleed
and Smart, Cuticura Soap and
Ointment Completely Cured
:.

&

Jt. P. D. No. 2. Sunfidd, Mich.
"I was
troubled with oczoraa. It began with a sore
on the top of the scalp, broke out as a pimple
and grow larger iwitil It was a
large red spot with a crust
or scab over It. This became

IS

Strength, Power, Accomplishment are all Typified In S. S. S.
disorders become deeply eliminated from their presence.
Tooted In the glands and tissues, and the
Then, too, S. 8. S. has such spcclflo
miHtake is made of resorting to drastic stimulation on these local cells
as to preruKS. These only aggravate by causing serve their mutual welfare and a proper
ther and worse troubles. A host of peo- relative assistance to each other.
ple know this to be true. They know
In a very brief time S. S. 8. has th
from painful experience.
so under control
reconstructive
To get right down Into where the blood that remarkable process
changes are obseved. All
Is vitiated requires S. S. 8. the greatest eruptive places heal,
mysterious pains and
(lood purifier ever dincovered.
aches have disappeared, and from head to
This remarkable remedy contains one foot there Is a conscious sensation of reIsjxedlent, the active purpose of which is newed hoalth.
to stimulate the tissues to the healthy From the fact that S. S. S. la purely
selection of Its own essential nutriment a botanical preparation, It is accepted
by
end the medicinal elements of this match-Jes- the weakest stomach and has great tonla
blood purifier are Just as essential to influence.
Not one drop of drugs or
as the nutritious minerals is used In Its preparation. Aslc
well balanced-healtelements of the meats, grains, fats and for S. 8. S. and Insist upon having it.
And if you desire skillful advice upon any
pujrars of our dally food.
Isot only this, but if from the presence matter concerning the blood and .skin
nt some disturbing poison there is a local write td The Swift Specific Co., 205 Swift
or general interference of nutrition to Bldf?, Atlanta, Ga. Do not allow soma
cause boilfl, carbuncles, abscesses and zealous clerk to larrup the atmosphere In
kindred troubles, 'S. S. S3, so directs the eloquence over something "Just as good"
local cells that this poison g rejected auJ aa B. & S. Beware of all counterfeits,.
blood

s
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SHOE VAL

FEATURE

FOR WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, DEC. 3 TO 6 1913
lELDING FILM OF MERIT WILL
BE SHOWN AT THE PHOTO-PLAY

THEATER

We are crowded for room in our Shoe Department and to reduce the
stock will offer the following unprecedented values on the above named
days only.

ultra-tragiRomaine
Fielding's
photoplay classic, "The Toll of Fear,"
larfter finally covoring the
which, perhaps, gained the greatest
entire scalp and spread to
of any screen play for
appreciation
dllforcnt parts of the body,
the limbs and back and in the Its aothor and delineator, has been
ears. Those sores grew larger
secured for a special engagement at
gradually until some were as the Photoplay theater tonight. A marlargo as a quarter of a dollar.
vel play of mentality, "The Toll of
They would itch and If scratched they would
Fear" also is a marvel play of daring
bleed and smart. Th clothing would Irritate them at night when It was being reon the part of the author and produc
moved causing them to itch and smart so I
Mr. Fielding, who conceived the
er,
A
could not sleep.
watery fluid would run
idea of visualizing fear, producing a
trom them. My scalp became covered with
a scale and when the hair was raised up it play in which only one character apwould raise this scale; the hair was coming
and sat aside and saw the
put terribly. My scalp and body itched all peared,
wonderplay reach the zenith of suc
tiietliilti
cess against the grave predictions of
"After using Cuticura Soap anfl ftntroen
with two applications wo could notice a great
of all supposed prophets of; the film
c

Of

difference. My way of using the Cuticura
Soap and Ointment was to apply the Oiiu-me- nt
to the sores and all over the scalp, then
after I would wash the sores and scalp with
vim
iu t uiviitu a villi? i ttdrS UUUi- pletely cun,d."
(Signed) Mrs; Bertha
Underwood, Jan. 3, 1913.
Cuticura Heap 26c. and Cuticura Ointment
SOc. are sold everywhere.
Lilxjral sample of
each mailed
with 32-8kin Book.
post-car- d
"Cuticura. Dept. T, Boston."
WMuo who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will tln.l it best for skin and scalp.

Our entire line of women's shoes, both Lace and Button, in Patent,
Gunmetal, Suede Calf, Velour Calf, Vici Kid, Tan Lotus Calf, Brown Buckskin and Russia, worth $3.50, $4 00, $4 50 and $5.00, for these days only
at the extremely low price of
$2.GO
Our entire line of womens shoes in Lace and Button in Patent, Vici
Kid and Gunmetal, worth $2.50 a pair, special, only
$1.75

world.

The play carles the spectator into
tne very depths of mental terror and
'visualizes the hauitfing fear influenc
ed by mental suggestion. So daring
was Mr. Fielding's departure from the
set channels of the photoplay that It
broke down all precedents, theories
and traditions that to typify mental
struggle was impossible in the screen
drama.
cannot reasonably be expected to deThrough the two reels Mr. Fieldcline much further without fresh un
peculiar personality Is felt and
ing's
favorable developments. Not a few holds in
absorbing Interest the audi
high grade securities are selling at ence, which .sees in every twitch of
very attractive prices to the careful his lips, the agonizing appeal in the
investor. More encouraging features
eyes, the haunting terror and supreme
of importance are developing, espestruggle in the mind of the character
cially in the direction of foreign trade so vividly portrayed.
and railroad rate prospects; besides
The play is primarily a study in
which there is an important out the
psychology of thought and its instanding short interest in the marktt fluence over the human, body. The
which has not yet been forced to cover.
development of the play moves along
Any further improvement in these re in a logical, consistent way, introduc
spects, or in the Mexican situation,
ing the two characters In the play,
will cause a prompt rally, but we are
both played by Mr. Fielding.
still constrained to advise against exA sheriff, being called away, leaves
tensive commitments for the imme- Tils
brother, the deputy, in charge of
diate future. Congress opens on his office who
receives a message tellMonday, and President Wilson's reof a band of outlaws at work in
ing
t
marks on the
question will the neighborhood and sets out to
be watched for with exceptional incapture them. Physically undaunted
terest.
by the terror of the mountains, the
HIONRY CLEWS.
Brother rides out after them until on
a tree he finds a warning that tells
him to turn back or die with the sun.
MOTHER! IS CHILD'S . He
goe3 on, but the message begins
to imprint itself upon bis mind and
SICfi? gradually he becomes more and more
bTOJMCIIjOUR,
fearful of the warning. Fear 'then
turns to abject terror, tho solitude
IF CROSS, FEVERISH, CQNSTIPAT-ED- , and the specter of the grim warning
imbed themselves In his mind until
GIVE "CALIFORNIA SVftUP
he finally succumbs, the first "toll
OF FIGS"
of fear."
The sheriff, returning, finds his
Don't scold your fretful, peevish
child. See If tongue is coated; this brother absent, and sets out to find
Is a sure sign Its little stomach, liver hinl. The trail leads to the hut
and bowels are clogged with sour where he finds the boy dead, clutching
in his hand the warning. Lifting the
waste.
When listless, pale, feverish, full of body he takes the message, reading
same fear
cold, bad breath, throat sore, doesn't it fateful warning, and the
his soul. Clutching the
into
creeps
stomhas
act
or
eat, sleep
naturally,
from the hut, terachache, indigestion, diarrhoea, give message he rushes
is finally
ror
resistance
his
stricken,
of
a teaspoonful of "California Syrup
broken down by the haunting, invisfoul
all
the
a
hours
in
few
and
Figs,"
ible terror that pursues him over the
waste, the sour bile and fermenting
the burial grounds
food passes out of the bowels and you mountains, through
wrecked mission, where he
an
to
old
have a well and playful child again
seeks refuge.
Retreating into the
Children love this harmless "fruit
cloisters of the old church he crouchrest
can
mothers
and
easy
laxative,"
es from the unseen terror, firing his
after giving It, because it never fails
revolver at it, mad In the fear and
clean
to make their little "insides"
terror. His bullets crumble the anand sweet.
walls until they bury him ia the
cient
Keep it handy, Mother! A little giv- tomb of fear.
en today saves a sick child tomor
The remarkable part of the play is
row, but get the genuine. Ask your
in Mr. Fielding's characterization in
"Calihottle of
druggist for a
the dual role which grips and holds
fornia Syrup of Figs," which has di the
spectator spellbound until the
rections for babies, children of all
final scene.
s
on
grown-upages and for
plainly
there are California
the bottle. Remember
Woman Seriously Alarmed!
counterfeits sold here, so surely look
"A short time ago I contracted a
and see that yours Is made by the sever cold which settled on my lungs
caused me a great deal of annoy"California Fig Syrup Company." and
ance. I would have bad coughing spells
Hand back with contempt any other and my lungs were so sore and inflamed' I began to be seriously alarmfig syrup.-Aded. A friend recommended ChamberPLANT lain's Cough Remedy, saying she had
PACKING
used it for years. I bought a bottle
La Crosse, Wis.,' Dec. 3. A project and it relieved
my cough the first
to establish a
packing night, and in a week I was rid of the
cold
and soreness of my lungs," writes
plant Is to be considered by the Wis
consin organization of the American Miss Marie Gerber, Sawtelle, Cal. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
Society of Equity at its annual con
vention which began here today. Plans
building Largest telescope
movefor extending the
Quincy, Mass., Dec. 3. Materials
ment in other directions also will be
have been received at the Fore River
discussed during the three days that
here for the frame of the
the convention will be in session. The shipyards
which wil.1 be the largest in
telescope
annual reports presented by the of the
world when it is set up on Mt.
ficers of the association at the open
Wilson, near Pasadena, Calif. The
ing session showed a record breaking Mt. Wilson
conservatory under the diIncrease in membership during 'the
rection of the Carnegie institute and
past year.
the telescope which It hag1 ordered
will be without a rival. Within an
Not Beyond Help at 87
bladder weakness. other week or two the work of assem
Stiffness in loints. weak, inactive kid- bling the great steel frame will be
ney action and rheumatic pains, are commenced. The Fore River company
all evidence of kidney troubla Mrs. is to build the frame and
machinery
Mary A. Dean, 47 R. walnut St., Taunton. Mass., writes: "I have passed my and set them up, and the contract for
87th birthday, and thought I was be-- these will amount to about $200,000
vond' the reach of medicine, but Foley The local company will have nothing
Kidney Pills have proved most hene-whl(.h wlu meag
flo wUh thfl
ficlal In my case.
diameter.
in
100
Inches
jure
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
anti-trus-

v.
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"TOLL OF FEAR"

COVERED

ENTIRE SCALP

IH BUSINESS
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FOR
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How to Bankrupt the Doctors
prominent New York physician
says, "If it were not for the thin stocking and thin soled shoes worn by
women the doctors would1 probably be
bankrupt." When you contract a cold
do not wait for it to develop into
pneumonia but treat It at once. Chamberlain's Cough. Remedy Is intended
especially for coughs and colds, and
has won a wide reputation by Its
cures of these diseases. It is most
effectual and is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
A

believed that the movement for improved housing will receive a great
impetus from this conference. Robert
W. de Forest, the president of the
National Housing association, Is the
presiding officer at the sessions of
the conference which will, in a general way, discuss the practical needs
of growing cities and towns and try
to evolve a plan for gradually eliminating the slum districts and replacing them with cleaner, better and
moreflanltary
housing facilities.
Among those who will take part in
the discussions are President G.
Frank Beer of the Toronto Housing
company, J. G. Schmidlapp of Cincinnati, John R. Richards, chief housing inspector of this city; William
Drummond, an architect who has
made a specialty of small houses; C.
L, Close, manager of the bureau of
safety, sanitation and welfare of the
-

CONFERENCE

ON HOUSINGOPENS
Cincinnati, Dec. 3. Delegates representing more than 100 cities of the
United States and Canada are in at-

tendance at the third National Housing Conference which opened here today for a session extending over
three days. Among the delegates are
many noted men of extensive experience in housing matters and it is
S'w;

United States steel corporation and
many others of'etmal prominence.
Women: Number Surprising
The number of young women who
suffer with weak back, dizzy and nervous spells, dull headache and weariness is surprising. Kidney and bladder ills cause these troubles, but if
Foley Kidney. Pills are taken as directed relief follows promptly, ami
the ills disappear. Contain no habit
forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Rett
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Young

The Man Who Neglects Himself
When his condition points to kidney
trouble takes an unwise risk. Backache, pain and soreness over the kidneys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
sleep, are all symptoms that will disappear with the regular use of Foley
Kidney pills. They put the kidneys
and bladder in a clean, strong and
O. G. Schaefer,
healthy condition.
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv,

(,"

( Y(
Stock of Nice Fresh
SU1T5 and OVERCOATS

A Splendid

GENTS FURNISHINGS AND SHOES

This stock was purchased at a remarkably low figure and will be sold at
a price that seems like giving it away.
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tures, and for carrying poor stock
through the spring months.
TO AVOID A
In exceptional cae where an excessive amount of fenced enclosure Is
necessary to properly handle stock on
national forests under permit, as for
instance, the raising of thoroughbred
cattle, as much as 40 acres per head
has been allowd by the forest service,
Forest Note
Eastern manufacturers are looking
FOREST SERVICE INCREASES ITS to tho northwest for hardwoods for POTMASTER GENERAL ISSUES IN
AREA THAT MAY BE FENCED
STRUCTIONS
FOR MAKING
the manufacture of clothes-pins- .
Birch
FOR GRAZING PURPOSES
THE DAY HAPPY
is particu'arly wanted.
The Panama canal commission has
The district forester has announced requested the forest service to
Washington, Dec. 3. During the
inspect
that the secretary of agriculture has the tlmfier being creasoted at Seattle next four weeks Uncle Sam's infant
prodigy the parcel post service will
recently extended the pasturage reg and Tacoiria for the commission,
ulations. This Information will prove
The net receipts from the national be called upon to perform a herculean
task in connection with the transpor
of exceeding benefit to stockmen re- forests of
Washington and Oregon
tation and
of millions of
within
the
or
stock
on
running
siding
during the past four months amounted Christmas delivery
Postmaster
General
national forests of Arizona and New to $115,620 an Increase of 17
gifts.
'
per cent)
'Mexico.
over receipts for the same period last Burleson, who is responsible for the
conduct of this service, has made exHeretofore, stockmen on national year.
preparations to prevent
forests have been able to secure per
Of the two million trees to be plant traordinary
mits for- the fencing of land for ex- ed on the national forests of Mon congestion in postofflces and to Inclusive pasturage purposes on the tana and. northern ifla.v? during Uv. sure prompt delivery of these parcels.
Several thousand additional employes
'basis of 320 acres for the first 200 present fiscal year,
f
have been
head of cattle or their equivalent, and set out this fall add the rest will be will be added to the force during the
holiday season and the collection and
an additional acre for each addition- put In next spring.
delivery equipment will be augument-e- d
al head. This acreage maximum has
sawmill
A thoroughly
wherever necessary. Kvery possinow been doubled for Arizona and with a
capacity of 60,000 board feet ble effort has been made fo strengthNew Mexico, whereby 320 acres ot a
day nas oeen erected, on the south en those parts of the postal organizafenced pasturage can be secured for coast of Mindanao Island. It Is of
tion which will be under the greatest
the first 100 head of cattle or their American make throughout, and uses strain
and Mr. Burleson stated today
equivalent, and two acres additional the modern handsaw. This is only that with these
special arrangements
for each additional head. It Is stated one of several such mills In the Phil he is
confident of the ability of the
by forest officials that this should ippines.
service to handle successfully the avmeet the needs of the live stock Inalanche of parcels' that will be thrown
terests, which require enclosures for Saturday takes its name from Sae- - upon it
the rush period.
the holding of saddle stock, the hold- ter, the Roman Saturnus, and for a The during
postmaster general is anxious,
ing of beef stock before shipment, long time it was looked upon as the
however, lest the public fail to co'as weaning pastures, lambing pas unluckiest day of tht entire week.
operate with him in observing certain
important conditions necessary to
enable the postal authorities to effect
the timely delivery of Christmas gifts.
In order to secure! this
The Beauty Opera of Fun and Fashion
he has caused to be printed for distribution throughout the country hunNearly Three Hours of dreds of thousands of circulars and
placards containing directions for the
Delicious
proper preparation of Christmas gifts
for transmission by mail.
Musical Delight
Christmas parcels should be mailed
For local delivery they should
early.
Prettier than it's Sister be
Cast and Beauty
mailed not later than December
23 and for
Chorus Beyond Criticism
delivery as ear
Opera
ly as possible, but in any event in
"The Spring Maid"
time to reach the offices of destina
2 Carloads of Scenery
tion at least two days prior to Christ
mas.
Prices, SlLSO&SS
Christmas gifts sent by mail should
Company's Own
be wrapped securely. The contain
Seats on Sale at
ers or wrappers should he sufficiently
Orchestra
Murphey's Drug Store Monday
strong to withstand the necessary
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DISAPPOINTED

CATTLE MAN'S

HERDS

CHRISTMAS

-

one-hal-

te

Duncan Opera House, Thursday Dec. 4th.

"The Rose
Mead"

n

handling incident to transportation
and delivery.
Glassware, crockery, Christmas toys
easily breakable, glass framed pic
tues, etc., should be carefully packed
In boxes of metal, wood, leather, or
corrugated pasteboard with sufficient
excelsior, raw cotton, or similar mat
ter to prevent the contents from com
lng Into contact with any portion of
the box. These parcels should be
marked "Fragile." Postmasters will
refuse to accept for mailing packages
that are Insecurely prepared.
Parcels should be addressed plain
ly. The addresses should be com
plete and plainly written in ink. The
regulations require that parcel post
packages shall bear the names and
addresses of both the sender and the
addressee. If a tag is used the names
and addresses of the sender and the
addressee should aso be written on
the parcel itself.
Parcels sent in advance of Christ
mas may be marked "Not to be open
ed until Christmas'' or some similar
direction. Written or printed messag
es such as "Merry Christmas," "Best
Wishes," etc., may be inclosed in par
eels but no other written or printed
communication should be placed therein, as this will subject the parcel to
a higher rate of postage. Parcels
should not be sealed or otherwise
closed against inspection. Sealed par
cels are subject to the first class
rate of postage.
Photographs, printed books, and
other printed matter are not included
in the parcel post but are third-clas- s
matter on which the postage rate is
one cent for each two ounces or frac
tion thereof.
Parcels not exceeding four ounces
in weight may be mailed in street boxes, when prepared in conformity with
the foregoing requirements. The post
age on such packages
is uniformly
one cent for each ounce or fraction
thereof. Parcels weighing more than
four ounces are mailable only at the
main postoffice or its stations.
Ordinary postage stamps are valid
for postage on parcel post matter.
Christinas stamps or stickers of any
kind other than postage stamps should
not be placed on the address side of
mail matter as this renders such mat
ter unmailable.
Valuble parcel post packages may
be insured against loss in an amount
not exceeding $25 on a payment of a
fee of five ctnts In addition to the
postage, and for a fee of ten cents
such packages will be insured in any
amount not exceeding $50.
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3, 1913.
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SEAT SALE FOR "THE ROSE
MAID'VOPENED TODAY
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YOU ARE THE JURY

CLEARANCE

Begins

Saturday
Nov. 29th.

SUITS-COATS-SUI-

Ending When
Every
Garment Is

SALE

Sold

TS

On account of the extreme warm weather
we hLve more suits and coats left than we
can afford to carry over. And in order to
clean vip this entire stock we will cut prices
regardless of cost. There is no old stock
This being the first season we have carried
the Bishops suits and coats. Every garment
ip to the minute.

values
values
values
values
values
values
values

J25.00

.$22.50

.

$20.00
$19.50
$16.50
$15.00
$10.60

,

$35.00
$32.50
$27.50
$25.00
$22.50
$20.00
$18.50

Dresses
.

$20.00
$15.00

Serges
Serges
$14.50 Serges
$13.75 Silks
$12.50 Silks
$18.00 Challes
$14.00 Ratines

.1-- 4

values
values
values
values
values
values
values

$9.95
$9.25
$8.25
$7.95

!$12.75
$9.50

values
values
values
values
values
values
$5.00 values

$1.25
$1.50
$1.75
$2.00
$2.25
$2.75

CD

If

.

$20.00
$19.50
$16.50
$15.00

$13.25

.

98o
Z

,

y

Foster-Milbur-

$25.00
$22.50

Waists
..$14.75

.

UY
Suits

Coats
$35.00
$32.50
$27.50
$25.00
$22.50
$20.00
$15.00

Le-Ro-

-

INSPECT

COME

Hear the Testimony of East Las Vegas
BEATRICE BALFOUR AS THE COUNTESS IN "THE ROSE MAID"
People and Decide the Case
Doan's Kidney Pills are on trial
The seat sale for "The Rose Maid" to one of the Bohemian cafes of the
are being tried every day for weak
this morning at Murphey's Paris Latin quarter. Impressed by
opened
back
kidneys for exhausing kidney
the, soulfulness of his performance
aches. Wrhat is the verdict? Read drug store with a brisk demand.
No one in the hig audience that the opera manager recommended that
Las Vegas testimony personal experiences of Las Vegas witnesses. There will hear that operatic success "The he come to America where he played
can be only one verdict a. chorus of Rose Maid" when it plays here for before the Vienesse composer of "The
the first time tomorrow night at the Rose Maid" during rehearsals in New
approval.
P. Ciddio, merchant tailor, Santa Duncan opera house would ever im York and so captivated the entire
Ana St., Las Vegas, N. M., says: "I agine the romantic history of the long company that he was engaged as an
had a steady ache across my loins and haired, earnest violinist who skillful added feature to the performance.
my right side. When I stooped, I felt ly handles his instrument In the sec Nightly he receives a half dozen encores for his seductive rendering of
the trouble more severely. When I ond act. His name Is William E.
and he was discovered by An- the trio waltz that ends with the
lay down, I could hardly straighten
on account of the pain. I attributed dreas Dlppel, date director of the dance on the stairs in the second act
the trouble to my sitting in a cramp Chicago opera company, during a visit ot tne opera.
ed position at my work. For the benLieutenant Smith is at present aide RED RIVER VALLEY DAIRYMEN
efit of other kidney sufferers, I am de
camp to Major General J. Franklin
Crookston, Minn., Dec. 3. Questions
glad to say that Doan's Kidney Pills Bell,
commanding the Philippine de of vitals
A
I
needed.
to
what
be
importance to dairymen and
just
proved
partment.
those engaged in handling the pro
few doses not only removed the pain
ducts of the dairy farm are to be conand backache, but gave me relief that
Guarding Agalnsts Croup
3 been
permanent. A few years
The best safeguard against croup is sidered at the tenth annual convenbottle of Foley's Honey and Tar tion of the Red, River Valley Dairyago I gave a statement, telling now
Doan's Kidney Pills had cured me Compound in the house. P. H. Glnn. men s association, wnich opened a
Mlddleton, Ga., writes: "My children two-dasession here today. The
and I have nothing to withdraw from are
very susceptible to" croup, easily
have
and
back
it My
kidneys
given catch cold. I give them Foley's breeding, feeding and care of dairy
me no more trouble."
Honey and' Tar Compound and In cows, the different systems of mak
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 every instance they get prompt relief ing butter, the sanitation problems
and are soon cured. We keep it at and tuberculin tests are
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
among the
home and prevent croup."
O. G.
United
sole
the
New York,
agents for
The
subjects to receive attention.
Schaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
convention is unusually well attended
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
"
Adv.
take, no other.

$1.15
11.25
$1.35
$1.75
$2.20
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Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a hlood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directlv unon the blood ana mu
cous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
not a quack medicine. It was pre
scribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years and is a
It is composed
regular prescription.
of the best tonics known, comDineu
with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two Ingredients is what produces such wonderful results in 'curing catarrh. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To-
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"The Children's Children" are now using
ledo, O.
Foley's Honey and Tar
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
and itisto-dayth- e
Compound
Take Halls' Family Pills for consame safe effecAdv.
stipation.
tive and curative medicine thattheirparents
AMERICANS WED IN MANILA
Manila, P. - Dec. 3. An American foundit. Forall coughs,
In colds, croup, whooping
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Manila today, the bride being Miss
Colonel
Mary McCain, daughter of
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It would be a pity to of the state law, and that the cost is Lame back may come from over-of sities In the United States, Canada
and in various countries of Europe.
being paid by the workers" in taxes work, coldor settled in the muscles
mere
exhibits out of the
make
from disease. In the two He has accomplished many scientific
back,
and the increased price of coal, and the
is
cases
the
former
remedy
"in the honor of the state which Is BALLARD'S SNOW right
o- It expeditions, acted as delegate to va.
LINIMENT.
.
ESTABLISHED 1879.
ofshould be rubbed in thoroughly over rious scientific conferences and has
being disgraced by exhibitions of
Ju
AM) CHIME
thexffected part, the relief will be been one of the most active factors
ficial and plutocratic lawlessness."
Price 25c, in.
call requests each union to prompt and satisfactory.
The
distributing knowledge of meteorSold by
Published by
A San.' Francisco school teacher, send at least one delegate and invites 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
ology
by lectures and books.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
who had suffered much from eye the attendance of all national and In(Incorporated.)
i
troubles herself, at one of her visits ternational officers.
Fits His Case Exactly
"When father was sick about six
l"OLD PROBS" 73 YEARS OLD
to her oculist's office, described an
3.
Cleveland years ago he read an advertisement
Dec.
Washington,
Editor. incorrigible child in her echool who
tA, M. PADGETT
"Organizer Is Arrested
of Chamberlain s Tablets in the paThis
of
sight.
appeared to have defect
Trinidad, Colo., Ded. 3. Robert Uh Abbe, the noted meteorologist, famil- - pers that fit his case exactly," writes
suspicion had been repeatedly report- lich, district organizer of the United iarly known as "Old Probs," celebrat- - Miss Margaret Campbell of Ft. Smith,
ed to his parents, but as they were Mine Workers of America, vice presi- ed the seventy-fift- h
anniversary of Ark. "He purchased a box of them
My
had
as
well
his
birth
circle of his and he has not been sick since. was
in
as
nothing
the
ignorant,
today
poor
dent of the Colorado Federation of
sister had stomach trouble and
been accomplished so far. She decid Labor, member of the executive com- family and friends. The fact that for also benefited by them." For sale by
Entered at the poetofflce at East ed, therefore, to make an independent mittee of the socialist party of Col more than 40 years, or ever since he all dealers. Adv.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- effort in the boy'afcehalf and solicit-e- orado and president of the Trinidad became connected with the meteoro- the assistance of her oculist's aid. union. United Mine Workers of Amer-- ( logical bureau pf the government, he
mission through the United States
Gas in the stomach comes from food
There were doubts of any good ac- ica, who last "night was adjudged "a1 has been the most abused man in the which has fermenteot. Get rid of this
fcnails as second class matter.
complishments being possible, as the dangerous and undesirable alien" by '.nllTlfrV Vina AvMTl1t. ViaA Tirw f1anifi&. badly digested food as quickly as posatboy seemed both extraordinarily dull the military commission, is still being ing effect upon his enjoyment of life sible if you would avoid a bilious
The market closed strong. Bullish around before December began to
you
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
is
HERBINE
the
remedy
tack;
mean.
Abbe-waHis teacher held incommunicado by the military and of a happy old age. Mr.
and superlatively
the enthusiasm found expression In an un- harden. The close was steady at a
and
cleanses
need.
It
strengthens
Carrier
Dally, by
a mathmetlcian, astronomer, sur stomach, liver and bowels, and resaid that at the age of 11 years he authorities. The commission recomcent net advance.
-- ? A'5
active and buoyant market shade to Va
Per Copy
was the worst child in her experience mended that he be held indefinitely.
and meteorologist of note be stores energy and cheerfulness. Price usually
veyor
under selling pres
Oats
declined
Persist
closed.
.15
session
.
the
hefore
Adv.
One "Week
Co.
of mny years in school work. He freThe findings of the commission, fore he became connected with the 50c. Sold by Central Drug
.65
of demand for the big specula- sure from elevator firms who were
ence
(One Month
associated made public late last night, were bas- government service, but his popular
7.50 quently played "hookey,"
M
tive stocks caused concern among the hedging in May while buying Decem
One Tear
with' the worst boys of ail ages, smok- ed upon Uhlich's testimony given dur- fame rests principally upon the fact
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Dally, by Mall
bears, and there was a hasty scram- ber.
ed cigarettes, swore like a trooper ing the course of a three-daexami- that the Idea of Issuing daily weather
New York, Dec. 3. Noon prices ble to cover In all directions. Steel,
6.C0
First sales o" provisions were unf
One Year
and lied outrageously;
besides, he nation, in which he declared that he maps and weather reports covering were virtually unchanged from yestercents cheaper, withi
to
3.0C
changed
Reading,
Union
Amalgamated,
Pacific,
EIx Months
r
seemed to take a stupid pride in was not in sympathy with the princi- the North American continent, origi- day's close. The market was indiffer.
a
1
decided
to
afterward.
fall
Pacific
gained
and Canadian
learning nothing and thwarting all her ples and workings of the federal and nated with him. He was born In New ent to unfavorable news. Further rewere as fol- The
last
were:
sales
quotations
The
last
i.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
efforts. The only physical defect state governments and that he had York city and was educated at, the duction in working forces by railj
lows:
"1
'
I
v
GROWER
noticed was that he held print un- refrained from becoming an American College of the City of New York, the roads and industrial corporations and Amalgamted Copper
105
Wheat, Dec. 87; May 9078.
bid
Sugar
J2.00 usually close to his eyes. Examina- citizen because of these views. He University of Michigan and Harvard
Dno Year
large shrinkage in railroad earnings Atchison . . . . .
Corn, Dec .71; May 70.
MY
1.00
tion showed one eye had
&x Months
said he was a German subject and university, receiving many degrees were reported. London again took a
Oats, .DecJ'38; May 41.-Pork....107
Pacific
Northern
and the other
of riprmal
deserter from the German army. from A B. to LL. D. In I860 he
position on the selling side, dispos- Reading
Jan.'$21.07; May $21.10.
.....162
i
vision.
assistant to Dr. B. A. Gould, ing of a considerable quantity of steel.
He also admitted having purchased
(Cash In Advance for Mall
874
Lard, Jan. $10.85; May $11.12.
Pacific
Southern
The boy was dumbly Indifferent in arms and ammunition for striker of the United States coast survey. In spite of these influences, bear
Subscriptions)
.152
Ribs,,, Jan. $11.05; May $11.25.
Union Pacific
the
or
beginning to eye test, but alter miners at Ludlow which he delivered Four years later he became assistant traders were mindful of the existence United
money
Remit by check, draft
57
Steel
States
order. If sent otherwise we will not much labor and .aggravation, lenses to them on October 20. On the day at the Imperial observatory, Poulkova, of a large short interest - and proceed- United States SteeL pti.:,::i&. .105
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
were placed before his eyes, giving following a mine guard was killed at near St. Petersburg, Russia, and two ed cautiously with the result that
tie responsible for loss.
Kansas
City, Dec. 3. Hogs, receipts
Specimen copies free on application. practically perfect vision a.t once; Tobasco in a battle with strikers" and years later assistant at the United the market was in a deadlock before
5 cents lower.
Bulk
Market
13,000.
States naval observatory. In 1868 he the session was half over. Bonds were
then he showed symptoms of being several others were wounded.
packTRADE
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BOARD
heavy
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$7.257.60;
almost human. The glasses were orIi defending his actions Uhlich de became director of the Cincinnati ob- irregular.
weather ers and butchers $7.357.65; lights
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Chicago, Dec. 3 Better
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effect
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that'
bugs
also
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and
Advertisers are guaranteed the The report was jubllent and astound upon mining camps which came about later adopted1 by the United States on its good October statement
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western
1S71 Mr. Abbe American Tobacco jumped sharply on were doing any damage In Texas
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steers
a
shade
was
The
Oklahoma.
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of
opening
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stockers
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there
lower
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in
States
United
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subsidiaries.
service,
for his wearing them, the chad's
signal
The military commission resumed
its former
Mexico.
bulls
$4.75
was
feeders
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close
The
$5.507.50;
further
transformation was rapid and com investigation of strike disorders this and in 1891 in the weather bureau of
The advance assumed larger pro quent
cent advance.
6.75; calves $6.5010.25.
He had become the willing morning with Assistant Judge Advo the United States department of ag portions later on. The whole market firm, a shade to
plete.
TELEPHONES
Sheep, reecipts 8,000. Market steaDespite rains west and southwest,
slave of the teacher, where before cate Captain Edward W, Smith con riculture. Dr. Abbe is a member of was stimulated by steady absorption
to
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Main 2
yearlings
corn
owing
Business Office
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dy.
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societies
learned
increased
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of
a large
he seemed to resent her .every intn ducting the inquiry.
of Union Pacific, which
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News Department
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Steel also was lack of support. The market opened $5.506.65;,
A party of 26 strike breakers' were and has been awarded honorary de
in him; he never missed a cay
Vs to V off and went still lower alljewes
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id school, where formerly playing brought in this morning from New grees by many colleges and univer- in demand.
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was
truant
chronic
He
with
Mexico
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and Iron
was
by the Colorado
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the head of his class now, where pre company and taken to neighboring
viously he was too drill to be classed coal camps under a military guard.
A NOVEL EXPERIMENT
at all; he had voluntarU stopped his Twenty-on- e
striking miners applied
bad habits and had become at offices of the same company for
numerous
man
Tie wife of a wealthy; business
the marvel of the neighborhood as work yesterday and were given their
' i.
't. Louis, in the face of her hus- well as the joy of his parents, and so old places. No demonstrations have
.! n:.''a
p 3simlsm as to the outcome on.
been made against strike breakers.
fli.-she
j eiiferiment, announces that
of this metamorThe formal report of the military
The
explanation
dscuied to become mother by
is simple and natural. The commission which is signed by Colphosis
.ySm. of 15 children, each to rep- child was more than
s
blind onel Edward Verdeckburg of the First
.
30ut a characteristic racial type
no one had known It. He could Colorado infantry, president of the
and
ae waari none ovr a year old. She not learn because he could not see.
M.
military commission, and Judge Ad
...ill Jea' a the hotel In which she and
head
his
and
undoubtedly vocate Major E. J'. Boughton of the
eyes and
Jjer i iLLand have been liivng and oc- pained him when straining to see. second Colorado infantry, is as folof
outskirts
the
the
a
in
house
cupy
His incorrect and absurd answers lows:
city. She expects to be a mother to made the other pupils laugh at and
"The finding of the commission Is
AT TBE DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
them all and bring them up like broth
him, so he hated everything con- that Robert Uhlich is a dangerous and
guy
Gloves-- In
crs and Bisters of "an American fam nected with the school, and in play- undesirable alien."
Continuing, the
ily of moderate means." Waiving the ing truant he met the worst possible report says in part:
question as to whether an American associates and learned from them his
"The commission does recommend
familyi of moderate means could sup- notable array of vicious habits. Whe-- i to, and advises the commanding gen
port 15 children, the experiment will he put on his glasses he saw the eral In his behalf, for the restoring
toe watched with considerable Inter- world for the first time c'early ahd of
peace and enforcing the constituAND
est, futile as it may be in the solution In comfort. He therefore was abie tion and laws of the state of Coloof race problems.
to learn and his amb'.tlou was ab us- rado, that Robert Uhlich be indefinThe chief value of her trial will be ed. Hence he loved schooling and the itely detained."
M.
in demonstrating whether education opportunity to show his real capacity,
.nd environment are more patent than and by regular attendance at school
Cured of Liver Complaint
"I was suffering with liver com i
heredity in forming character. The lost the bad companionship which
discussion of this subject has not been was really responsible for his show plaint," says Iva Smith of Point
To of criminal tendencies. After the boy Rlank. Texas, "and decided to try a
confined to country "lileraries."
25c box of Chamberlain's
Tablets,
of
should
make a fair test the children
became the pride of the school, his and am happy to say that I am com- - r 1
iie carefully picked from the same parents took an Interest ana aiaea
classes. The difficulty of doing this him, where before they Ignored so them to every one." For sale by all
of
Not
dealers. Adv.
3s apparent. But at the outset there unlovable a child. A boy who at the
yill be other insuperable difficulties. aee of 11 was the worst child In the
PEACE CENTENNIAL
PLANNING
From 3 to 5
She Intends to send the children to school and neighborhood and was abRichmond, Va., Dec. 3. The Ameri$1.75. Get
$1.25. SI.50
"the public schools. While they may solutelv callous to all moral suasion, can committee in cr.arge of arrange5nto
at
The Leading Ladies With THE ROSE MAID Will Apbe treated with absolute equality
would probably have developed
ments for celebrating the one hunhorn it Is too much to expect public n criminal. . it is w, mussc""-- '
dredth anniversary of peace among
school children to join the wealthy therefore,; to say, tbnt tjie development English speaking peoples met here to
pear in Costume in Our Windows and Ready-to-Weand
law
of
will
breaker
;womn in her experiment. They
of a dangerous
day for a two days conference with
Department
(discriminate against some of the order of an extreme type was pre- a view of further perfecting the plans
disof
glasses.
children. This will give rise to
vented by a pair
for its campaign. Today's meeting
-o
the heterogenous
sension among
was presided over Ay Governor Mann
NEW YORK TO LAS VEGAS
"
household or else the members will
of Virginia and, at the session tomor(
TO
STRIKE
thus
anif
STATEWIDE
to
themselves
liave
flock by
row Andrew Carnegie will occupy the
miss one of the most valuable influchair. Several of the subcommittees
ences of the public school system.
COLORADO
previously appointed by the general
(M,ll!i IN
But if she should succeed in getting
committee submitted their reportB at
Is Regarded as One of the Best Costumed Companies
these children to respect :each' other
today's session and others will report
and become brothers and sisters in STATE FEDERATION OF LABOR tomorrow. Among the matters to be
TBYLAND ANO DOLLVILLE
&
r paying Out of Newt York City
:
T
sentiment, what would be the value,
considered toy the conference- is the
ISSUES CALL FOR WORKERS
to
if
"associato
show
that
brought up
except
'A- proposition of organizing an
TO GET READY"
' '
The Merriest Place inTown Is
gether, under the same rules and con
tion for the establishment and mainof
IT,
ditions, members of different races
Denver, Colo., Deff. 8. The formal tenance for the people of the city
might become amicable? How would call for a convention of representa New York of museums of peaceful
By special permis jion from the management .of ' the
ve set about getting the different tives of
every labor union in Colorado arts": the suggestion of concluding
company, we have arranged for this extraordinary showing
races to adopt a uniform system of to meet in Denver December 16, was the peace celehration with a week's
almost fac
of handsome garments carried In our stock,
education and a uniform set of social issued today by John McLennan, pres- - celebration at the Panama exposition
simile to the elegant gowns worn by "The Rose Maid" durmd moral regulations? And
of in San Francisco; to arrange for celehow
dtntj anlj y. T. Hickey, secretary
ing their performance here. You are invited to visit the
can she be sure that her adopted chil the State Federation of Labor, me brations on special days of the peace
store during, tha matinee and see the handsome gowns and
dren will he sincere in their supposed convention is called to consider and between the United States and
pretty girls.
affection for each other, there being decide the question of calling a state- France, Germany, Norway, Sweden,
and1
on
of
a
spuch
premium
pretense? The wide sympathetic strike in Bupport
Holland, Italy and other nations,'
experiment is attenjsd with many Un the United Mine Workers of America, to map out a progr.ni for the celecertainties. Some people will hoot at whose members are now on strike in brations in various states and cities
of the country.
It altogether, pointing cut that real the Colorado coal tields.
fbrothers and sisters often show the The letter, which was sent to
J. A.
TUESDAY
TEXAS.
SEE THE ROSE MAIDS
GEORGETOWN,
widest differences In character, abi- every labor organization, declares that
"Fo several years past
lity and tastes. But. nothing should be "the strike of the miners has grown Kimbro. says: snd Tar ComDound ha
Honey
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in
eaid to discourage the woman. Her into a real war in which every craft Foley's
.
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a
hotne
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It
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give
luncr
troubles.
of
organized
and
experiment
department
couehs. colds,
numschooling to 15 youngsters of differ-n- t threatened5 with annihilation unless has given permanent relief in a and
nationalities. Her friends say her they take a stand for their rights. ber of cases of ohstinate coughs
colds." Contains to opiates. Refuse
family wiir be called an American zoo. That tlift mminnr 1s biilie used to MiitHiites. O. n. Sehaefer, Red Cross
Xjet us hope that visitors- days will bring In strike breakers in violation Drug Store. Adv.
be infrequent.
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Pankhurst to London, but will lodge
her at Bristol or in Aylesbury jail,
where Mrs. Florence Maybrick was
kept for many years after the commutation of her death sentence.

PROGRAM TONIGHT

PERSONALS

AT THE

II

Beland of Denver was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
F. W. Dooliu of Watroua came in
last night for a short business visit
Lee Nation of Cuchillo, N. M., was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
E. T, Laboro of Longmont, Col.,
came In last night for a short business
Visit
Charles Reiland or Wagon Mound
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
Rev. Father Moog of San Miguel,
came In last night for a few days'
business visit
J. J. Johnson of Pueblo,- Col., came
In last night and will be a visitor here
for several days.
"The Girl from Mumms" company
loft this afternoon for Raton where
it will appear tonight.
E. R. Russell left this afternoon for
Albuquerque where he will be on
iness for several days.
George Anton came In yesterday
evening from his home at Santa Fe
for a short business visit
J.'W. Baxday of Albuquerque came
In last night and will be a business
visitor here for a short time.
Mrs. F. J. Kinsella of Denver, Colo.,
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
and will be a visitor here for' the
next few days.
A. M. McCready, mechanical superintendent for the western lines of the
Santa Fe, was a business visitor in
Lasi Vegas today. "
'
M. S. Cook, representative for a
well known book and stationery firm
of Chicago, was a business visitor in
Laa Vegas today.
C. F. Osborn, general
passenger
agent for the Erie Railway company,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today from his headquarters at Den'
ver.
Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney for the
Santa Fe Railway company, left this
afternoon for Colorado Springs, where
he will be on business for several
'
days.
W. A. Cobb, representative for the
Remington Arms company, drove in
last night in his automobile from Albuquerque for a; short business visit
in Las Vegas.
Mrs. "Skeef Arthur, formerly a resident of Las Vegas, came in yesterday afternoon from her home at El
Paso for a short visit with friends.
She left this afternoon for Albuquer
que and will go from there to her
home.
Jack Nash, formerly a resident of
Las Vegas and a well known baseball
artist, arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
evening from Trinidad for a short
business visit here. Mr. Nash Is now
the proprietor of the Isis motion picture theater In Trinidad.
G.
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at

LOBBYING FOR TOE
UETCII

UETCIIY ACT

OF SENATORS GROW ANGRY DURING
OF CHAMBER
AND MOTION" PICA DISCUSSION THIS AFTTURE MAN HERE
ERNOON

SECRETARY
COMMERCE

Victor M. Friar, secretary of tin
chamber of commerce of Trinidad,
Col., arrived last night for a short
business visit in Las Vegas. Mr. Friar
accompanied Jack Nash of that city
and while here distributed a number
of the monthly bulletins of the chamber of commerce of Trinidad.
During his short stay here Mr.
Friar extended to Mr. Fielding an Invitation to locate In Trinidad should
he find occasion to leave Las Vegas,
but the latter is still here and doubt
less will stay.
In regard to the strike situation Mr.
Friar stated that things are. rather
lively In Trinidad" nd the surrounding districts, with nothing to predict
a settlement in the near future.
Through the efforts of Mr. Friar,
Trinidad now has 56 blockB of paved
streets and the chamber of commerce
is pushing a move to pave the entire
business district.
The monthly booklet that Is issued
by the chamber of commerce is attractive; and is distributed all over
the state each month. Mr. Friar, ac
companied by Mr. Nash, a, motion pic
ture theater man, left this afternoon
for home.
'
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A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Is like

Washington, Dec. 3. Charles of
lobbying in connection with the bill
to permit San Francisco to take a
water supply from tlie Hetch Hetchy
valley, involving Gilford Pinchot and
Theodore A. Bell, former representative from California, were today made
in the senate. During a speech opposing the bill, Senator Works remarked:
"If you go out into the corridors
of this capitol now you will find
Pinchot lobbying in tavor of this
bill. At least he was there this morn
ing."
"While you are mentioning lobbying," interrupted Senator Thomas,
"why not Include Theodore A. Bell,
who is here opposing the bill?"
"I am not here to defend Mr. Bell,"
replied Senator Works, "but I don't
know of his attempting to influence
the Judgment of a single Individual
senator."
"I have thought for some time,"
interjected Senator Kenyoa, of Iowa,
"that the lobby committee, which has
not yet concluded its investigation,
would do well to take up the lobbies
which have been working on this
bill."
.
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... OFFICERS ...
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
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Cecilio Rosen wald, Secretary

Cleofes Romero, Vice President

Assistant Secretary

...DIRECTORS...

SIgmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor, Clemente PadiUa, Jose
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. EJ. Morrison, Elmer B.
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J.' E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker.
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WOMEN GET HEARING

IN HOUSE COMMITTEE
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-

AkOjfMi

'
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THEY ASK THAT LOWER HOUSE
OF CONGRESS CONSIDER

(l TRUST. CO.

-

W. Harris, President

10 a. m.

Resumed consideration of the Hetch
Hetchy bill.
Democratic leaders failed to ratify
their currency bill program, but forc
ed long session.
House: Met at non.
Rural credit hearings conducted be
fore a subcommittee .of the bankine
committee.
Woman suffragists pleading for a
suffrage committee in the house were
heard by the rules committee.
More than 1,000 boy corn planters
from Ohio visited the capitol.
Postmaster General Burleson dis
cussed estimates before postofflce
committee.
Passed bill to provide separate num- lsters to Paraguay and Uruguay Instead of one to both, as at present.
Many bills Introduced to appropriate
millions of dollars for Improving public roads. Chandler of Mississippi
proposed $20,000,000 annually .

i

umbrella, you don't miss it till you need it.

Old

-

capital

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

"ALWAYS TOGETHER",
Comedy
(Majestic.)
"HIDDEN TREASURE RANCH" (American.)
"THE JUDGE'S SON" (Broncho.)

BOOSTERS

3, 1913.

PEOPLES BANK

BRIDGE STREET

TRINIDAD

DECEMBER

.......

iv ,

Your premium for buy-In- g
for cash at

SUFFRAGE

Washington, Dec. 3. The suffrage
convention was suspended for a few
hours today while delegates moved
on the capitol to urge a favorable report by the house rules committee on
a resolution to create a standing committee on womens suffrage In the
house.
The scene resembled a charge on
Wheezing In the lunes Indicates that
a
citadel when more than 1,000 suf1s
phleem obstructing the air passages.
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND
SYRUP SUFFRAGETTES TO
frage delegates closed in on the capiloosens the phlegm so that It can be
tol. The women advanced in regicoughed no and ejected. Price 25c,
mental
formation In quick-steorder
56c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
THE
FIGHT
and
crowded
POLICE
the hearing room long
Central Drug Co. Adv.
before the committee arrived.
Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, president
of the National American Woman
TROUBLE
IS EXPECTED
WHEN
MUTUAL THEATER PUTS MRS.
Suffrage association, had charge of
PANKHURST IS ARRESTED AT PLYMOUTH
presenting arguments before the com
mittee. She told the members it was
ON EXCELLENT SHOWS
3.
Dee.
Plymouth, England,
Prep not the purpose of the speakers to
arations are understood to have been convert the congressmen to suffrage,
NEW MOVIE PLAYHOUSE ON THE made for the arrest of Mrs. Pank hut to convince them that the sufWEST SIDE IS LIBERALLY
hurst, the militant suffragette leader, frage movement was entitled to a
PATRONIZED
on her arrival here from the United house committee, equivalent to a simStates on board the Majestic tomor ilar one in the senate.
Mrs. Ida Husted Harper declared
The new Mutual theater, recently row. A force of suffragettes under
put in operation on the West side, the command of "General" Mrs. Flora the suffrage movement had grown to
is proving a popular place, and the Drummond will be on the spot ready national
proportions,
justifying a
Raymundo Figueroa, aged 20, and
house committee; that the movement
Felicita Madrid, aged 16, both of La management Is enjoying liberal pat- to fight for their leader's freedom.
The chief constable at Plymouth had not received its just treatment
ronage. This place is being managed
Manga, were given a license to wed
of
Howard
later confirmed the report that Mrs. and that justice required that the
Simpkins, proprietor
yesterday afternoon at the court by
under the
is to be arrested. He spent movement should come
the
refreshment
Pankhurst
Simpklns
parlors
house. Other candidates for matri
jurisdiction of the national congress.
The
at
shown
the
this
an
theater
force
day
preparing
pictures
adequate
were
Cariota Valencia, aged 19,
mony
Helen Gardner, Miss Jane Addams,
of Las Colonias, and Eustacio Marti are from the, Mutual film' corporation to deal with any attempt at rescue by Mrs.
Desha Breckrenridge, Mrs. Mary
the
and
militant
include
reels
the
from
following
suffragettes.
nez, aged 26, of San Isidro.
Beard
and Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt
Not
alKay-Beunauthorized
will
be
Thanhouser,
person
companies:
also pleaded for the committee. Rep
on
lowed
board
will
the
tender
which
Broncho,
KeyMajestic,
Reliance,
The ladies of the First Christian
resentative Raker of California spoke
church are to be hostesses at a re stone, American and the Mutual Week- meet the Majestic on her arrival, and
for his resolution which would pro
of
the
holders
only
ly.
special
permits
ception to be given in honor of Mrs.
vide for a suffrage committee of 13
The program at this theater Is will be admitted to the jettyf
W. II. Quiggen and her daughter,
'
members.
The
militant
been
have
thus
the
suffragettes
assuring
who will leave the city tomorrow for changed every night,
A
resolution
In
constant wireless communication
by Representative KelCalifornia. The reception will take patrons the best of service at all
a concerted effort' today
of Pennsylvania, was night, began
ley,
Mrs.
with
advisprogressive,
Pankhurst
have
times.
and
The management expects to
to get employers to sign a tentative
place at 906 Third street and will be
final
vote
hava several big features for the pat ed her of their plans. The suffrag- adopted, providing that the
from 3 o'clock until 5.
agreement. It is binding for only 10
rons within the next few weeks, which ettes anticipate that their leader will of the rules committee on the wom
en's
should
be taken in pub days and the only demands are that
proposal
doubtless will be excellent pieces of be transferred to a special police tug
the employers pay the minimum union
and taken to another port. They have lic.
mmmmmimmmssmmsammmmmssi:
work.
scale and not discriminate against
chartered a vessel to undertake a
union men.
chase with the specially formed troop
TWO DEATHS IN STRIKE
old
Eugene Luttledge, an
need
to effect her rescue.
Indianapolis, Dec. 3. Officials of Doy, was snot m the
a
WILL
when
leg
lots to eat and
The suffragette leadera think It the Teamsters' union, which has been
crowd attacking a coal wagon
was
likely the police will not take Mrs. on strike here since Sunday mid- fired on
be good
by strikebreakers on the waj
PLAY HERE MONDAY
on. xne five on the wagon who were
arrested did not have special police
power.
MANAGERS
OF
THE DUNCAN
j. u. Mason, trie negro who was
OPERA HOUSE SECURE A REshot through the abdomen yesterday
TURN
ENGAGEMENT
j
is the "right-han- d
helper" of
by special officers, died this afternoon,
the carefjLil mother anxious to The man
This makes the second fatality during
of Las
y theatergoers
the strike, Claude Lewis having been
give the youngsters plenty of Vegas who saw the performance of
"killed at the time Mason was .shot.
goody nourishing food and yet 'The) Rosary at the Duncan opera
sometimes obliged to think of, houee a little, over a , year, ago, will
Colds Cause Headache and Grip
''"
be delighted to learn that -- Managers
I
cost, f
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE tab-Children like doughnuta and pas- Duncan and Browne have secured a
lets remove cause. There is only One
tries. These really are whole- return engagement for next Monday
i
"BROMO QUININE." It has signature
e
The
company's last appear-andsome and digestible if made with evening.
of
E. W. GROVE on box. 2uc.
here was on Halloween, and
Cottolene. For all deep frying
STe
have
who
marked on Large Green Tags hundreds of ifems
iottoiene is superior and most many people will attended parties on
WISHES NO MONOPOLY
welcome the chance
economical because you use it that evening
in Furniture, Rugs and other goods at
Dec. 3. A denial that he
Boston,
to see the play. Those who witnessed
again and again.
ever
to create a monopoly
Intended
"The Rosary" last year are anxious
There are recipes
was made today by Sidney W. Wins-to see it again.
for good things
low, president of the United Shoe Mayou ana your
chinery company, testifying for the
Velvet
$15.00
9x11
for
foot Rugs, go
$0.95
INDIANS ARE ARRESTED
children will like
In the government's suits to
defense
9x12
$15.00
Brussels
Seamless
for
Rugs,
3
go
United
Dec.
$10.95
Santa Fe,
Deputy
in our valuable
dissolve
the company.
$20.00
9x12
Axminster
Rugs, go for
$14.95
States Marshal Galusha, having in
FREE Recipe
'
so
and
on
line.
down
the
recentright
who
book, "HOME
charge the eight Navajos
HELPS." Drop
ly surrendered to General Scott near
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Remember all goods marked with Green Tags sold'for Cash
a postal for your
Beautiful mountain, arrived here to'
copy.
WANTED Two furnished rooms for
day at noon and were given a hearonly.
Order Cottolene from your grocer.
ing before Judge Pope of the federal
light housekeeping near high school
district court this afternoon. They
or room and board for boy. Adface various charges. There had
dress G. P. S., Optic.
L
THE N K.
f i.l!sTF!5F:Tir c7
been no action by the court at 3
CHICAGO
o'clock.
FOR RENT Well furnished rooms,
OPPOSITE THE Y. M. C. A.
close in. No healthseekers. Phone
Subscribe for The Optlo,
Main 407.
j
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n Per Cent for Cas.

Growing chfldren
it must

Five Xmas Suggestions
is the start of your shopping list. You
hunt a week in the Christmas hay-stawithout finding as attractive,
ceptable and useful gifts -as you an see y
In
ohm ...:...
i
f
...
js.eiia me suggestions
mac me uiuuy more wuere these came
from.
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Cottolene
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Toaster-Stove-

-

useful as a time arul

Broils, fries, boils and

toasts,

Electric Chaflntf Dish

Everybody
Hsa cookery,
partichen so sate and convenient.

enjoys dialing
ularly

Electrtc Coffee

I

-

Percolator-Alwa- vs

rtM,(ly,

THIS WEEK ONLY-
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quirk in action, handsome in
appearance.

Tea Samovar

-- Tea is
quickly mado
rirfht on the table and served not.

Las Vegas Li;!it and Power
Company

Terrific Reductions
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Iron-- So

labor saver in the laundry.
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TAKE
LUUi
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away

with

.

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

o

SOCIAL AND

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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WATERWAYSTO BE

T5he

ohe OPTIC

THE TOPIC OF

CHAPMAN

Washington, Dec. 3 If the movement for the development of the nation's waterways is to be advanced
through Intelligent discussion by men
well qualified to speak on the sub
ject, then it Is certain to receive a
decided impetus from the tenth an
nual convention of the National Rivers
and Harbors Congress, which conven
ed in the capital today for a three
days' session. The gathering la the
largest and most representative ever
assembled In this country in the interest of waterway development. Sen
ators, representatives, diplomats, cap
tains of finance and industry, gover
nors of many states and others high
In official life were included in the attendance at the formal opening of
the convention today.
Heading' the list of speakers is
President Wilson, who is expected to
define for the first time his position
on the improvement of the internal
waters of the country. Ambassador
da Gama of Brazil, John D. Hazen
Canadian minister of marine and fish
eries, and Secretary of War Garrison,
who recently returned from an in
spection of the Panama canal, are
other notables on the list of speakers,
The several sessions of the conven
tion will be presided over by Senator
Joseph E. Ransdell of Louisiana, the
Senator
president of the congress.
Fletcher of Florida and Representa
tives Burgess of Texas, Small of North
Carolina and Moore of Pennsylvania
will discuss the several projects for
waterways to link the Mississippi and
the Atlantic, the Mississippi and the
Rio Grande, and the lnter-coastwaterway from New England to Flor

TOR

!

CLASSIFIED

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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vaa Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- -

se;. 4

wuciare

In each month
aoni Temple at 7:1
. m.
KinkeL
Chaa.

B.'p.j

u.

m

No.

Tainrae,

1913 has been set by the court for
the hearing of objectlonss to the same
and the final settlement of said es
tate.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court this 10th day of November,

A. D. 1913.
K. D. GOODALL.

Administrator.
BIDS

FOR

PENITENTIARY

.

Wanted
House-

b

.2:10 a a.
2:10 p. at

NO

Depart

m...
m...
m...

1:45
a.
6:15
4:30
p.
p. m. ., 7:00
p.

p. Ok
a. m
p
p

ATTOllNEYx

m

.

Trustea

P. O. ELK8 Meets second and
For irrigated or dry
fourth Tuesday evenlnar of each
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad. Admonth Elks' home on Ninth street and
dress H, care Optic.
Douglas avenue. . Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wra. J.
WANTED To trade one good, four
room house in good location for one Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, a
5 to 7 room house
and two lots. Secretary.
1
Will pay the difference in time,
KNIGHTS
AND
LADIES OF SECUR
mortgage or assume indebtedness.
B.

TO TRADE

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

x.p

---

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the

Call L., Optic.

FOR SALE One upright piano.
Eleventh street Phone Main

307
176.

For Slant

Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
L. O. O.

r
a

it s giving you

I

a present for

i

--

7

second an!
o
evening eacb
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting 1(0
Phone Purple 5501.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
c
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
FOR RENT Cottage
In desirable
H g
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
neighborhood, newly painted, pa?Z f
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
v
electric
Low;
rate
pered,
lights.
of
In
the
month
the
day
roomi
goe
vestry
Phone Purple 5301.
dm
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock p
L. S
U ul
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
employed,
comfortable, furnisheo vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlej
room; no health seekers. Phone Greenclay, Secretary.
Purple 5301.

FOR RENT Desirable front room In
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue.

MOOSE-Mee-

fourth

ts

Thursday

C. C. CLAYTON, prop

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

I

SILVER
PLAT- EBEAUTIFUL

A

(STER-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be cb-w

tamed m this city trora

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

lbs., or Mora, Each Dslvery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Da i very
Less than 50 Iba Each Delivery

..20c per 101 Ibt.
25c per 100 iba.
30c par 1N laa.
40c par 1M Iba.
--...50c par IN laa,

2,000

.

1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

V

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
--

something

you M do hny
9
way when you
learn how Much

FLOUR realb

l8

The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

ing

do-

BetferEMPRESS

QQ

ftJiscstiaescous

you use

if

EMPRESS
FLOUR

V

first and third

Fer Sate

AGUA PURA COMPANY
FURNITURE AtSD
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
BOUGHliANQ

Harvesters, Storera, and Dlitaributora ot Natiral Ice, tta Purltl
IsUng Qualities of Which Have Made Laa Vexaa Tamona.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

MOLD

K3
Ta

ROMERO & RUDOLPH
11 21(TJIUonal Aw.
, ija

DENTISTS
PLIES
Bids for furnishing six months' sup
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
plies for the state penitentiary will
Dentist
be received until 9 o'clock a. m.,
work
of
Dental
any description at
1913.
Supplies
Tuesday, December 9,
moderate prices
consist of groceries, meats, clothing,
Main 13t
leather, grain, etc A list of these Room 1, Center Block, Tel
New Mexico
Las
East
Vegas,
and
conditions
blank
with
supplies
proposals will be furnished upon ap
plication to the Superintendent.
By order of the Board of Peniten
LET US SEND YOU A MAN
tiary Commissioners.
JOHN B. McMANUS,
To put oar New Metal
Superintendent,
WEATHER STRIPS
Dated: October .14th, 1913, Santa
29-Fe, N. M.
on yonr doors and windows to keep
8

ont cold and

SA VE FUEL

FRANK REVELL
Contractor and Builder

PHONE

.

HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to atteud
u. men, is. u.; uub Lehman, V. Q George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunke
m
Attorneys-at-Lai. m. Jiiwooa, secretary; Karl Wert
New MexlM
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeierj Las Vegas,
IT

etreet

Depart

9:16 p.
11:05 p. m

Arrive
1:20
. 6:10
. 4:20
. 6:35
.

Meets every Monday
evening ai
their hall on Sixth street, ah

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 1,

SUP-

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
WftS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Remains
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

9:10 p. m...
.11:05 p. m. . ..
. 2:05 a. m...
. 1:45 p. m
West Bound

2.
4.

No
i.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
S, ROY- - No. 10.
i. Mrtvri masons Regular con
vocation
nrst Monday in
each month at Masonic No.
A. Brinegar, H.
P.; F. O. No.
Temple at 7:30 t.
No.
W Blood,
No.
Secretary.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE

Bcund

Arrive

1.

MERCHANTS

PUBLICATION
In the Probate Court, San Miguel
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Benjamin F. Forsythe, Deceased.
To Whom It May Concern: Notice
Is hereby given that the final report
of the administrator In the above en
titled estate has been filed In said
court, and the 6th day of January,
FOR

Easi

q. h.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen or the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays o1
Coughs That Prevent Sleep
These coughs are wearing and if
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
they "hang on," can , run one down
W
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral 'Hill, Sonsol; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z.
physiccally and lower the vital resisVlsitins
Local Deputy.
Montague,
N. M.
tance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson,
members are especially welcone anrt
319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes:
"I was greatly troubled with a bad
cordially invited.
cough that kept me awake nights.
Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNand Tar Compound completely cured
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
me." O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug II
ri
Store. Adv.
curth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
CAFE
NOTICE

LOCAL TIME CARD

No.

-

WANTED Girl for general
work. Apply 1100 Seventh

AND CAFE

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday niriit at
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on
Douglas avenue at
Ihlrd ThnrH
li 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are corBach month vuiHn.
.
i,wu dially welcome. J. ,C. Wertz, Pre
brothers cordially
dent; J. T. Bu.hler. Secretary; O. H.
Wo. P. mui Baily, Treasurer.

W. If., H. 8

Five

ida,

"The Waterways of the Pacific
Northwest" are to be described by
Senator Jones of Washington. To
Congressman Knowland of California
and W. B. Thompson, commissioner
of public utilities cf New Orleans.
has been assigned the subject of mun
icipally-owneterminals.
Other speakers will discuss canal
projects and river and harbor im
provements that are of particular in
terest to New "England, New; York,
the region of the Great Lakes, the
Pacific coast and other sections of
the country.
At the session tomorrow evening
John Barrett, director general of the
Pan American Union, will deliver an
illustrated lecture in description of
the South American republics and
what they are doinp in the way of
improving their rivers and harbors.

A

COLUMN
RATES

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

i

a
BOOSTERS FOR BETTER HARBORS
AND INLAND NAVIGATION
MEET TODAY

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
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corro county was also argued and subJ
mitted. In this case J. G. Fitch of So
corro represented Hatina, and Alex
CAPITAL PAID
R. MacDonald of Cutter the interests
SURPLUS
1100,000.00
of MeGrary.
$30,000.00
Money from Land Office
The state land commissioner yester
day deposited with the state treasurer
the sum of $36,078.67, earnings of the
state land office which was divided
among the various funds as follows:
J. M. Cunningham. Presirinnf
NEW MEXICO HAS THE MONEY Common school fund
f 11,699.49
,
fD. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
' '
"
Frank Springer,
State lands maintenance
TO IMPROVE ITS SCHOOLS
' I
f
7,226,22
B. S. Lewis, Ass't Casn
Rio Grande Imp. permanent- - 5,392.22
WONDERFULLY
Permanent reservoir fund... 3,692.59
Santa Fe, Dec. 3. With the begin Improvement Rio Grande
1,297.931
946.94
ning of the fiscal year, it is interest Blind asylum
936.47
ing to note conditions in the state Deaf and dumb asylum
e
educational department. Never
Military institute
800.01
in the history of the state has Penitentiary
785.37
7fis 9!
there. been so bright an outlook fori Miners' hospital
education ijj New iVTexico as at the ' Agricultural college
749.13
present time. The state department IMane asylum
631.48
is now equipped to carry on the com-- Penal, reformatory charitable
564.51
mon schools of the state to better Capitol .
279.41
201.40
advantage thau ever before; It haslXJFversiy
CAPITAL
127.44
the resources for paying $300 for five Normal school
127.44
months teachers salary in districts Normal university
Office wilft the San Miguel National Bank
where the Income is sufficient to pay Permanent reservoirs
138.06
School
of
mines
11G.53
the teacher, and it has an ample fund
for the building of school houses in Spanish American ;norma.l
73. CO
WM. G. IIAYDON.
. President
districts where they are needed! and Santa,
67.00
county bonds
H, W, KELLY- .Vice President
which have previously been helped Reform school
54,32
D. T. IIOSKIN8.
on the teachers salaries.
Treasurer
Changes at Deming
Due to the efforts of the state coriOn December 1 there was in the
poration commission ttie time of Nos.
current school fund the sum of
which will be apportioned among 9 and 10 on the Southern Pacific at
the various counties of the .state as Deming has been changed. No. 9 has
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
soon as the Luna county school cen- been delayed 15 minutes at Deming bo
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
sus is received. This will give each as to connect with the Santa Fe from mally
HabYt Raynolds, Cashier,
opened at the Hotel Somerset
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
county about 53 cents a head for each the north, and1 No. 10's time has been today and will be continued until Sat
changed from 5:35 p. m. to. 7 p. m. In
person of school age.
Several features of notable
urday.
On the same day there was in the order to connect with the Incoming entertainment are included in the
train from Silver City.
reserve fund the same sum, viz,
program.
This reserve fund is created by
Delta Kappa Epsilon was establish"DEKES" MEET IN BOSTON
taking half the current school fund
ed at Yale In 1844 and Is the only
Boston, Mass., Dec. 3. Delegates
four times annually, and, the money
great intercollegiate
fraternity of
thus segregated Is set aside for the from two score of the leading univer- strictly New England
origin,
although
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO IM ORE DAT.
and
sities
colleges of America are in from Its formation It has been
purpose of aiding in holding at least
strong
Boston
the
annual
national
attending
five months school in every district in
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
in the south and west. It has two
Always lemember the full name. Look
convention of the Delta Kappa Epsilon
New Mexico.
chapters In Canada and several on the
The
for
this signature on every box. 25c.
convention
was
for Pacific coast.
'
On December 1 there was also In fraternity.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
the school building fund the sum of
$54,883.77.
This fund is formed by
taking the amount left in the reserve
In every department of Banking we
fund at the end of the school year.
prepared to give the best of service It is used for the purpose of building
and furnishing school buildings in dis
tricts not able to provide themselves
with adequate school houses, the only
i
requirement, being that these districts
must previously have beqn helped by
the state from the reserve fund by
getting help for their teachers pay.
In. addition to the above the comid
mon schools get the interest from two
5l
permanent funds. One being 5 per
cent of the proceeds of the sale of public lands by the United States and
amounts to $121,040.78.
The other m
THURSDAY
I
is derived from fhe sale of school sections by the state land department
DECEMBER4
and equals $5,450. Both funds are on
The Captivating Opera
deposit in various banks of the state
and are drawing interest which averages a little hetter than 5 per cent
It might also be mentioned that before the end of the present month
both funds will probably be augmented by increases from land sales, and
the increase i9 estimated In both
funds at over $10,000.
J-- r
V
i 1 t
An apportionment of 53 cents has
e
t
been decided upon by the Btate edu5. 1
I! cational department, and has been figured out for every county except
Luna, and as soon as the census from
this county is received will be sent to
.
the various counties. Thi3 apportionment of 53 cents makes a total of 92
cents a pupil apportioned from the
state current school fund this year,
the sum of 22 cents having been apUH-PEOPLEportioned in March, and 17 cents in
September.
2 CARLOADS OF SCENERY
Magdalena complaints
Recent complaints regarding the
service on the Magdalena branch of
COMPANY'S OWN ORCHESTRA
the Santa Fe, between Socorro and
Magdalena and Kelly, gave the state
corporation commission considerable
$1.50
blame for not trying to- remedy the
condition, and this led the commisRFATC 0N SALE AT1!
sion this morning to speak In Its own
ULllOMURPHEY'S"i
From the records in the ofdefense.
fice of the commission, it appears that
In more than a dozen letters the com
mission has had up with the railroad officials the matter of service on
this branch ever since December 12,
1912, and in that time they have secured a number of betterments in
1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YGUR DOOR
the service, notably the orders of the
superintendent start on time, that la,
6:45 a. m.. that the coaches be warmed and that If the train is returning
from Magdalena about on time that
the southbound train be held three
minutes for connection with this
branch line. However the commission has written the railroad again
in the past week regarding these complaints' and1 intends to keep after the
matter until the best possible arrangement has been secured.
In the Supreme Court
OVERLAND' MODELS? T
fi
In the supreme court today the case
me
Li
for
iew
C.
C.
receiver
Murray
of
kJ '4
and
treasurer
vs.
the
Mexico
Central,
demonor
call
we
and
will have our
Telephone
collector of Torrance county was' ar
show you
gued and submitted. E. W. Dodson of
Albuquerque represented the railroad
and Ira I Grlmshawy assistant attor'
ney general, the state's Interest. In
Co
this case the procedure In the settlement of taxes was the source of the
Alain
Phjne
344,
Wm, Whalen, Prop.
contention. The case of Samuel O. V
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

1

,

STOCK
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$30,000.00

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

Interest PaJd On Deposits

$54,-19-

There 5s Only One

$54,-19-

That is
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PRICES

$1.00,

and $2.00

-

Come down to the office
and make your selection
from out beautiful line

It takes a few days to
engrave or print them,

of samples,
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so don't put it off too
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Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

u

Specially Packed For
BEAN BREAD, GENS and
BISCUITS
HAVE YOU TRIED IT?
Sealshipt Oysters
Nevif chatel
Iowa Cream
Sierra.

Camembert

Brie

Steams' Store
l!!!!!niin!iin!nin!!!l!f!!!;!!H!!!!!l!n!HI!!n!!fn!l!inilH!!!n!!nil!l!!!!!:nir.
25.
s

Potter's Popular Voting
- Contest Now Open
H

at

3

i

1

LOCAL NEWS

j

ANOTHER

DECEMBER

lamps at 5:31

33

isyrw.-r-'- U;

of Old Taylor Bourbon
the Opera Bar. Adv.

WE HAVE ADDED A COMPLETE LINE OF

-3

GUARANTEED TWENTY YEAR
M-

ALUMINU

-

Adv.

All millinery will go at 50c on the
dollar all this week to make room
for holiday goods. , Mrs. L. P. Wright.
Adv.

The E. Romero Hose and Fire com
pany will hold Its regular monthly
business meeting on Friday evening!
of this week.

2S.OO

$25.00
$18.00
$15.00
$12.50

Jess
less
less
less
less

Overcoats,
Overcoats,
Overcoats,
Overcoats,
Overcoats,

3

set of this beautiful, everlasting ware.
Our low prices on aluminum ware will be a
lation to the house-keepe-rs
of Las Vegas.

Of Boys

I

?S.45

While They Last

and

II

Tonight at the Elks' club the Ward
and Raynolds teams will bowl. All
Eika and their ladies are Invited to
witness this contest.

TAICHERT'S !!

The leading
Maid" can be
windows and
ment Thursday
4, from 3 to 5.

Correct Garments for Men

ladies of the "Rose
seen In Bacharach's

An elegant ladies workstand filled with our
choicest candies will be given to the lady receiving the largest number of votes before Christmas
Eve.

5 Votes With Each 25c Purchase

Potter Candy Company
fevjiiniiisiissiiiiiisiiiiniistsiiiisiiiiiEiiiiianiiiiiiiiEisiiiiiHiniissiiaaaiiaiinsssskV2"

"Complete Home Furnishers"

Children's
HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS

CLOTHING STORE

The Woman's Missionary
society
of the First Methodist church will
The Ladies of the Baptist church hold its quarterly tea tomorrow after
will give a white sale, also a bakery noon at 2; 30 o'clock at the home of
sale, home made candy, etc., at 507 Mrs, F. H, Crail.

Store

Adv.

Navajo and Ciiimayo Blankets
JUST ARRIVED

Sixth street, December 4, beginning
nn; continuing all day.

Peter Hartman, . who resides at
Cherryvale, this morning applied at
the court house for $32, bounty on 14
and two wild cats killed by
coyotes
The Ladies' guild of St. Paul's Me
morial church has announced that its him recently near his home.
annual sale of things to eat and sewGovernor McDonald will be here
ing will occur Saturday afternoon, December 13, at 2 o'clock In the guild Friday night to attend the inspection
of Company H by Adjutant General
hall' on National avenue Adv.
Harry Herring. The officers of the
The plans for the building that it company hope that a large number of
is proposed to erect at the Santa Fe Las Vegans will attend the inspection
depot as an exhibition place, were and greet the governor.
returned to Las Vegas this morning
The following civil service examina
from Kansas City and will be sent to
will be held in this city on the
tions
the officers of the railway company
within the next few days. This build- dates mentioned: January 7 Library
D
ing is to be constructed by the Com- cataloguer, salary $1,000; laboratory
assistant in physics (male), salary
mercial club.
1)00 to $1,200; seed warehouseman
'
(male),
salary $1,200 to $1,600; sani
Homemade
eatables,
including
bread, micemeat, candy and a long tary bacteriologist (male), salary
anatomist (male), salary $1,600;
list of dainties, as well as fancywork,
Aid (male), salary $900
aprons and other creations of the January
needle will, be on sale Saturday, De- to $4,000. For all other information
cember 13, at the guild hall on Na- concerning these examinations see
tional avenue by the Ladies' guild of Oscar Linberg at the local postoffice.
St. Paul's church. The sale will begin
1
The University club, which has not
at 2 o'clock. Adv.
met for several weeks, will hold a
The Fifth cavalry, of Fort Apache, meeting Friday evening at the Y. M.
Ariz., passed through Las Vegas this C. A. Rev. J, L. Imhof will be the
afternoon in a private train on the principal speaker, his subject being
way from Fort Apache to Fort Meyer, 'The Drifters." Mr. Imhof will speak
Va., where it will remain. The troop concerning the strangers who come
THE BEST WAIST
is taking a position that has been to Las Vegas, many of them without
vacated recently by another troop. funds and too ill to support themThe train was composed of two box selves. His remarks will be followed
MADE
cars and three coaches, and carried by a general discussion by the club.
65 men and four horses.
The Las Vegas Elks wish it under
At its meeting tonight the hoard stood that the public is invited to atof directors of the Las Vegas Com tend the annual memorial exercises
PRETTY LIVING MODELS
mercial club likely will elect a secre of the lodge, which will be held SunTomorrow
afternoon, beginning at
tary to take the place of W. H. Stark, day afternoon at the Elks' club at 3 o'clock and
ending at 5 o'clock, will
recently resigned. George At Flem 2:30 o'clock. Rev. Dr. Jacob Landau occur onr-othe
most interesting eving has been acting as secretary since will give the principal address, while ents of the winter. A number of pretMrs.
will
Kohn
Charles
have
the departure of Mr. Stark in Octo
charge
ty girls from "The Rose Maid'' comber, and has done effective work. of the excellent musical program. The pany will act as
living models, disimwill
be
solemn
ceremonies
and
There are at least four candidates for
numerous garments now In
playing
the job. The meeting is set for 7:3( pressive, and the Elks expect a large the
stock of the Bacharach Brothers.
attendance of members and friends
o'clock.
of the order.
W. A. Cobb, representative for the
Miss Lottie Steele,
formerly of
Remington Arms company, who ar
rived in Las Vegas last night, this Wyoming, this morning was checked
morning stated that the road between in as Las Vegas manager of the
Albuquerque and Las Vegas is in Western Union Telegraph company, j
excellent condition. Mr. Cobb has replacing George A. Smith, who remade trips over this road for the past signed some time ago. Mr. Smith will
several months, but Bays Its condi go next week to Denver to take a
tion ,at the present time is better position In the traffic department of
than ever before. He spoke particu the Western Union. His move Is in
larly concerning the work that is be the nature of a promotion, as he will
receive a considerably larger salary
ing done in San Miguel county.
in Denver than he was paid in Las Ve
gas. Mr. Smith has had charge of
Girl
which
"The
from Mumms,"
was staged last night at the Duncan the business of the local Western'
opera house, proved to- - a fairly good Union office for about a year, and
entertainer, though hot of topnotch he has materially increased the com
caliber. A small audience was pres pany's business here. - Mr. Smith is
ent.' To go Into detail would be an a singer of exceptional ability, and
impossibility, hut the portion of the he will be missed in Las Vegas musiproduction which most pleased the cal circles. His last public appearaudience was the dancing act at ance here will be on Sunday afterhe beginning of the third act The noon, when he will sing at the Elks'
costumes used were "handsome, and Memorial Sunday exercises.
the actors, taken as a whole, were
3
rather clever.

ut 10 a. m.
Adv.

REPRESENTING ORIGINAL INDIAN
DESIGNS

AT

Leather Pillows and Hand Bags

OF EXTRAORDINARY

FIGURES

--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest

At

the Home

rii

Wholesalers

the Best of Everything Eatable

FRUITS
We have the finest of all fruits in all
varieties, Apples, Bananas, Oranges,
Grapefruit, Lemons, Cranberries, Figs,
Dates, Etc.

CANDIED FRUITS

Citron, Lemon Peel, O ran ge
Cherries and Pineapple.

TIE

BAER'S CURIO STORE

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

EVAPORATED FRUITS
Prunes, Peaches, Apricots, Apples,
Loganberries and Raspberries. .

The Graaf & Hayward Co. Store
PLENTY OF SNOW
Up to noon today the aproximatel
fall of snow during the past 24 hours
was nearly three inches, according to
a local observer. This Btorm started

I

i

ED. W. ROLAND

country, however, is In need of snow,
as the tail
this winter has been
unusually light
According to a reliable thermometer
the temperature last night was conearly yesterday morning, abated dur siderably warmer than the night being last Bight and started again in fore. The thermometer registered 30
full force this morning, continuing un- degrees last night and about 22 the
til late afternoon.
night before.
Tbo storm doubtless is the tall end
Finch's Golden Weddintg Rye, aged
of a big storm that visited the east.
It probably will last for the next two in wood. Direct from the distillery to
The you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
days, and then be no more.

Gil-luly-

D AC

A

3
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By EDWARD E. ROSE
Author of Jar.Sco Meredith, Alice of Old Vincennos, The
Prisoner of Zends, David Karum, The Spenders, Etc.
THE

ksNqiv York, Chicago.

Have You Tried

ct Lawn in front of Bruce Wilton's
country home. West Chester, N. y.
"The hourt I ipent with thee, deer heart,

Act HI. Bruce Wilton'sStudy
morning.
" tell each head unto the end,

Act II.

Act IV.

Kraut
fine

cf Purity

GREAT (

?-- Eat

fJffilJ?Xf-hey'r- e

Emblem

Interest

BOUCHER'S

Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer

Figs, Nuts, Etc Etc.

nt
"The Bismark"

sin! Booiota Suggogg
SYNOPSIS OF PL A Y

A

I.

Art m

a

airing of pearla to me."

Open All Night

Outside the chapel one Tear
study.
later.
"I count them over, tvry one apart.
" kiss esrh head and ttn'v Mi t .
t
Mr roS'a'ryl Myro'Sa'ryr
To kiss the Croas, aweelheartl to
ki't Hie Crottl
(TEXT BY ROBERT CAMERON RpOERS)

'Gcrsecu3,dceirtsaS Effects

n

Seaas on Sale at Murphey's Friday
In the windows of the store will
be seen several of the young ladies,
who will change their costumes frequently, but not in the window. This
show is distinctly for women, but if
accompanied by hia wife, most any
man may attend.
The costumes displayed will be
like those that will be worn on the

Exalted Ruler Edward Leach. Mr.
Leach and Grand
Secretary Robinson
will pass through here
Friday morning
on the California limited
train. Theyl
will stop In Albuquerque where a reception will he given in their honor
by the Albuquerque Elks. The local
Elks are disappointed because the
grand exalted ruler will not stop here..
.

WILSON

IS ILL

Washington, Dec. 3. President Wilson had a heavy cold today and remained In the executive mansion on
Las Vegas Elks are interested in the advice of !I3 physician. Dr.
Gary
the tour of the southwest by Grand T. Grayson, United States navy.
3

'7

theneit

and there a crosa ia bung '

An hour later. Bruce Wilton's

stage tomorrow night. Doubtless every woman in the city will be at the
Bacharach establishment promptly at

Private Dining Booths

f

ousid'ccJ
fupon
an

ii i

Human

liOTiiEll

Like something hot
a
and spicy

I

JR. (Inc.) OFFERS

Play cf

A

.Our

USTEH

OND-Ot-

THE DUNCAN J?D

f

The Las Vegas Aerie of the Fraternal Order of Eagles last night elected
the following officers for the coming
year: President C. N. Douglas; vice
secretary,
president, E. C. Ward;
;
Nick Cordova; conductor, H. E.
treasurer, Vincent Truder; inside guard, M. O. Martinez; outside
guard, John Jlartman; trustee, Gus
Lehman. A. M. Adler was elected
past president of the order. The installation of these, officers will take
place Borne time in January when a
big social will be given for the

D. Vi.'G

1

i

Peel,

ORIGINAL

AT,

7--

Direct from the Indian Reservations Large Assortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
v

r

New Mexico Home Product

depart-

afternoon, December

$1,-50-

NAVAJO BLANKETS

reve-

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

-

3s5

WARE

Every housewife should be interested in this wonderful ware and our special factory sale. We have
on display a complete line. CaU at our store and
see this display. Commence to acquire a complete

in the Store

Regular dance at Fraternal Brotherhood hall Wednesday night. Adv.

ready-to-we-

Tirrirrrryr?szrsrm

I On Every Overcoat

Try a dram

For Sale My residence and Overiana automobile. J. P. Earickson.

1-

3, 1913.

o'clock.

